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UNI VERSITY OF NOTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENTAE 
Agenda for Meeting of March 10, 2003 
3:15 P.M., Board Room 207 Gilchrist Hall 
CALL TO ORDER 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
Minutes of the 02/10/03 meeting. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1. Call for Press Identification 
2 . Comments from Provost Podolefsky 
3. Comments from Faculty Chair , Melissa Heston 
4. Comments from Chair, Carol Cooper 
CONS I DERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETI NG 
837 746 Receive Category III Report from the Liberal Arts Core 
Committee (to be docketed for 3/24/03 meeting) 
838 747 Emeritus Status request for Jacques F. Dubois, Modern 
Languages, effective 7/03 
839 748 Emeritus Status request for Michael D. Oates, Modern 
Languages, effective 5 / 03 
840 749 Emeritus Status request for Judith F. Harrington, 
Communicative Disorders , effective 5/03 
841 750 Certificate in Entrepreneurship 
(to be docketed for a later meeting) 
842 751 Proposal for a University Writ i ng Committee 
(to be docketed for a later meeting) 
843 752 Report from EPC on Honors for Transfer Students 
826 753 Request for study of Academic Titles (referred to Ad 
Hoc Committee 10 / 28 / 02) 
NEW BUSINESS 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
733 Request recommendation on Priority Scheduling from 
Education Policies Committee 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
732 Calendar Committee Report 
745 Proposed new graduate degree; M.S. in Athletic Training 
ADJOURNMENT 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item __ 8_3_7 __ Docket Number -----













Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
Docket in regular order. 
Docket because of special circumstances for ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
Refer to (standing committee) ________________ _ 
Refer to {administrative officer) ________________ _ 
Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
Re: LAC Category 3 Review 
I of I 
Subject: Re: LAC Category 3 Review 
Date: Tue, 04 Feb 2003 14:21:33 -0600 
From: Beverly Kopper <Beverly.Kopper@uni.edu> 
Organization: University ofNorthem Iowa 
To: Dena Snowden <dena.snowden@uni.edu> 
CC: carol.cooper@uni.edu 
Dena: I received word from the Chair of the Category 3 Review Team that "To 
keep you posted, the CNS Senate passed this motion at our meeting last Friday 
afternoon: "The CNS Senate agrees that Capstone should be a campus wide 
offering and support the proposed Category 7 in its b road intent". 
It would be nice to include this information with the other materials that I 
delivered to you regarding the Category 3 Review so the Senators know that the 
CNS Senate agrees with the Capstone proposal. 
Thanks! Bev 
2/ 10/03 9:32 p 
MEMO 
TO: University Faculty Senate 
FROM: University Liberal Arts Core Committee 
SUBJECT: Category 3 (Natural Science & Technology) 
Review Summary 
DATE: February 3, 2003 
The University Liberal Arts Core (LAC) Committee discussed the Category 3 Review 
Report during several meetings. The LAC Committee voted to accept the Report on 
January 17, 2003. The following is a summary ofthe key issues the LAC Committee 
would like to bring forward for the Senate's consideration. These issues will be 
organized around the Category Review Report recommendations. 
1. The LAC Category review process requires the Review Team to examine the 
category goals, outcomes and competencies and conduct student outcomes 
assessment for the review area. Therefore, the LAC Committee is fully supportive of 
the recommendations to disseminate to all faculty teaching courses in the category the 
newly stated goals and competencies/outcomes of the Category following their 
administrative review. Likewise, the LAC Committee is highly supportive ofthe 
faculty responsible for teaching courses in the Category coming together to develop a 
generic outcomes assessment instrument using the newly stated goals and 
competencies/outcomes as a guide. 
2. The Category 3 Review Team examined enrollments in the category and compared 
their growth since the last review to the total UNI undergraduate enrollments. Their 
data reveal a faster growth in the category than in the total undergraduate numbers. 
Because there is no obvious reason why this should be so, the LAC Committee 
studied the matter a bit more. Perhaps, it was thought, that the two years used by the 
Category 3 team, 1995 and 2001, were anomalous in some way. When we looked at 
end-of-third-week student credit hours from 1993, 1995,2001, and 2002 we found 
the same trend. A best-fit curve for the growth of Category 3 student credit hours 
indicated an average growth rate of2.5% per year from the earlier years to the 
present. Undergraduate enrollment at UNI grew at an average rate of only 0.8% over 
that same time. The growth rate of Category 3 is nearly the same when Capstone is 
included as when it is left out, so the phenomenon is not the result of a shift to more 
or less Capstone enrollment. 
There have been no changes in the requirements during this period of time and the 
reason for faster growth in Category 3 is not obvious. The LAC Committee became 
aware of a number called the completion ratio that is essentially the fraction of 
enrolled students who successfully complete a course. The completion ratio for 
Category 3 during the fall semesters from 1991 to 1995 ranged between 0.91 to 0.93. 
Beginning in the spring of 1996 and continuing until the present the ratio has been 
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between 0.84 and 0.88. The sudden and permanent drop between 1995 and 1996 is 
sharply defmed. What, we asked, had happened in Category 3 at that time? When 
we examined the completion ratios of Categories 1, 2, and 4, we found the same 
sudden drop between 1995 and 1996; therefore, the event seems to have occurred at 
the University level. During the fall semesters between 1991 and 1995 there were no 
completion ratios below 0.89 in any of the four categories, but between 1996 and 
2001, the ratio never exceeds 0.88 (see Appendix A). The LAC Committee has no 
explanation for this observation. 
We fmd the effect of the lower completion ratio upon the enrollment in Category 3 to 
explain only part of the increase. We do take these data seriously because a decrease 
in completion ratios indicates inefficiency in the system. Students enrolling but not 
completing courses take up valuable space and time from the teaching of other 
students and from the individual student resources. We suggest the colleges and the 
Registrar look into this matter so corrective action, if required, can be taken. 
3. The LAC Committee is supportive of increased funding for new faculty and staff 
lines and lab equipment for all Departments across the University. It should be noted 
that the Category Review specifically requests additional faculty for the Biology 
Department to support additional sections of Category 3 courses to reduce class sizes. 
The ability to offer additional courses in Biology may be made possible by the 
Committee's proposal related to the Capstone course that is discussed below. The 
LAC Committee's model for Capstone would remove this course from Category 3, 
thus allowing the current Biology faculty teaching this course to teach courses within 
their major if so desired. 
4. The Review Team also recommended that a College-wide discussion of Capstone be 
held to determine the future of this course and to provide the LAC Committee with a 
revised/updated model of this course. It should be noted that in our consultative 
session with the Review Team (4-5-02) we asked the Team to include in their final 
Report specific recommendations regarding Capstone. However, the Review Team 
indicated that it would not be possible for them to do this by the established 
deadlines, but that a revised/updated model would be forthcoming following their 
discussions. The LAC Committee encouraged the Review Team to complete these 
discussions and to provide the LAC Committee with a revised/updated model of 
Capstone as soon as possible during the Fall semester so the Committee could 
complete its review of the Category. To date, the LAC Committee has not received a 
Capstone proposal from the Review Team. 
The LAC Committee began extensive discussions of the Category Review Report 
including Capstone during the Fall 2002 semester. Since the LAC Committee had not 
received a revised/updated model for Capstone from the Review Team by November 
22, 2002 the LAC Committee unanimously approved a proposal for a revised 
Capstone Experience that the LAC Committee itself had developed. This proposal 
was then shared with the Chair of the Category 3 Review Team and the Coordinator 
of Capstone in an effort to work collaboratively with the Review Team and to 
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hopefully facilitate their discussions of Capstone. The details of this proposal are 
discussed below. 
Capstone 
As noted in the Review Report, the examination of Capstone resulted in mixed views 
regarding its efficacy, content, and the model currently being used. The Review Team 
indicated that they received an interesting variety of strongly positive and strongly 
negative comments from students and alumni regarding Capstone with prevailing 
comments suggesting that it should be revised or dropped. 
Regarding the results from faculty and administrator surveys, the Review Team reported 
that there were concerns about adequate faculty resources to keep class size manageable 
and the ability to support other Category 3 courses. The Review Team indicated that the 
majority of CNS faculty did not agree that Capstone as it is currently taught should be the 
third course in the three-course sequence. The Review Team discussed at length 
concerns related to consistency between sections, the scope ofthe course and the 
maintenance ofhigh quality, and the question of whether environmental literacy should 
be the underlying theme of a capstone experience for the Natural Sciences & Technology 
Category. 
In addition to a discussion ofthe issues raised in the Category Review Report regarding 
Capstone, the LAC Committee also reviewed the original intent and description of 
Capstone (see Appendix B). The Capstone course was originally designed as a 
multidisciplinary course requiring students to "think about issues at a level which they 
must integrate scientific knowledge, economic and political realities, historical 
experiences, and moral, philosophical, and aesthetic value." (General Education Program, 
Revised Proposal, January 23, 1986). Likewise, the Capstone course was also originally 
designed to be a "university-wide course ... it should not be several courses housed in 
specific departments or colleges ... the overall objectives of synthesizing information from 
many disciplines should apply to all sections, whether they are taught by natural 
scientists, social scientists, historians, philosophers, or others." (General Education 
Program~ Revised Proposal, January 23, 1986). 
It became readily apparent to the LAC Committee that the current model of Capstone and 
its current placement in Category 3 did not adequately reflect the original intention or 
design of this course. This, coupled with the concerns noted in the Category Review 
Report regarding Capstone prompted the LAC Committee to make the following 
proposal for a revised Capstone Experience. 
Capstone Proposal 
The Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) believes that the Capstone program, as a 
university-wide endeavor, is best organized as a distinct part of the Liberal Arts Core, 
within a new category (Category 7 rather than Category 3). 
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The LACC proposes that an integrative Liberal Arts Core experience is highly desirable 
during the junior or senior year as an aid in preparing UNI students for the complex 
world of ideas that should engage them during their lives as educated citizens. The 
LACC also understands that any Capstone experience must be sufficiently flexible in 
content to allow and encourage widespread participation by UNI faculty. 
With this goal and this condition in mind, the LACC recommends that the Liberal Arts 
Core Capstone two-credit requirement be revised to provide each UNI undergraduate 
with a course selected from a list of courses approved by the LACC. 
This course 
• Will have enrollment limited to juniors and seniors; 
• Will be attractive and accessible to students from a wide spectrum of disciplinary 
backgrounds; 
• Will, at a minimum, either 1) integrate content from two or more diverse 
disciplines, or 2) emphasize service-based learning and provide engagement with 
communities outside UNI. 
In identifying Capstone courses, the LACC will be guided by the following desirable 
course attributes. That the course 
• Be intellectually challenging and promote development of higher-order thinking 
skills; 
• Make student disciplinary diversity a strength of its design; 
• Link theory to practice through applied problem-solving activities; 
• Promote the development of skills and dispositions associated with self-directed, 
life-long learning. 
The LACC recommends that this revision in Capstone be a requirement of all students 
who transfer to UNI or begin their undergraduate course work at UNIon or after the Fall 
2004 semester. 
Environment, Technology, and Society (820:140) will continue as a Capstone course. 
The LACC will approve other appropriate Capstone courses on a provisional basis at the 
earliest opportunity. 
Conclusion 
In accordance with our Category Review Procedures, the Category 3 Report and this 
LAC Committee Review Summary will also be shared with the Provost, Associate 
Provost and the Dean involved in this category, Dean Yang, College ofNatural Sciences. 
This will be done in an effort to enhance and support the review area and the entire 
Liberal Arts Core. 
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Appendix B 
Capstone General Education Course 
(Revised Proposal, January 23, I986) 
The multidisciplinary capstone course will required students to think about issues at a 
level where they must integrate scientific knowledge, economic and political realities, 
historical experiences, and moral, philosophical, and aesthetic values. Academic 
disciplines often encourage specialization; however, our students live and will work in 
a world where information from several disciplines must be integrated. Obviously, 
individuals cannot have all the specialized knowledge relevant to a decision in their 
private, work, or civic life. However, they must realize that such information is relevant 
and available. Students should also realize that issues involved moral choices and that 
information from several disciplines enables them to make more informed choices. 
A multidisciplinary capstone course would accomplish several objectives: I) facilitate 
a synthesis ofthe student's educational experience of the first three years; 2) 
emphasize the complexity and connectedness of the natural and social components of 
our environment; 3) develop an appreciation of the value of all academic disciplines in 
intelligent and informed decisions in our changing world; and 4) demonstrate that 
learning should not end at graduation but be a life-long process. 
The capstone course should be a university-wide course with many sections taught by 
individuals from relevant disciplines. It should not be several courses housed in 
specific departments or colleges. The overall objectives of synthesizing information 
from many disciplines should apply to all sections, whether they are taught by natural 
scientists, social scientists, historians, philosophers, or others. Instructors must 
appreciate the contributions of many academic disciplines to the issues and be willing 
to assign material representing a variety of disciplinary viewpoints. 
Each section should include students from a wide variety of majors to achieve a 
multidisciplinary class. Students with different majors will bring to the class different 
bodies ofknowledge and different viewpoints. 
The course will be defmed by a list ofbooks, monographs, and/or articles on topics 
and issues that exemplify the multidisciplinary, integrative objective. The reading 
materials and topics should meet the following criteria: I) timely and timeless issues of 
importance; 2) issues involving information from many academic disciplines and 
difficult moral choices; each of our collegiate groupings of subjects should be 
represented; 3) demonstration of geopolitical diversity and the interdependence of 
countries. The list of reading materials should be developed and regularly updated by 
a committee ofthe faculty who teach the course and approved by the staff. Each 
instructor will have the option of including one book that is not on the list. 
Individual sections should be small enough to allow lively discussion among students 
and to make possible the assignment of papers. Each section should read, discuss, 
and write about the assigned material. The instructor will be more of a facilitator than a 
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lecturer. 
Since the purpose of this course is to integrate knowledge from many disciplines and 
to utilize collegiate-level skills in discussing significant issues confronting society, 
students taking this course must have completed at least 75 credit hours and their 
other Liberal Arts Core courses. 
Liberal Arts Core Review 
Category III: Natural Science and Technology 
May 2002 
Executive Summary 
In mid-November 2001, the Category III Review Team initiated the review process as described in the procedures 
forwarded from the University Liberal Arts Core Committee. The Review Team consisted of the following persons: 
Shoshanna Coon, Chemistry 
Dennis Dahms, Geography 
Teresa Hall, Industrial Technology, Chair 
Mohammad Iqbal, Earth Science 
Robert Seager, Biology 
Paul Shand, Physics 
Jill Trainer, Biology 
Our charges were as follows: examine outcomes and competencies for the review area; conduct student outcomes 
assessment; conduct faculty analysis of courses; submit a draft report to the appropriate College Deans; participate in a 
consultative session with the University Committee; and, submit a final report prior to the end of the Spring 2002 
semester. 
The Review Process 
To address the charges to the Team, we performed the following tasks: 
1. Reviewed the goals, outcomes and competencies as stated in the document entitled 'General Education, 
CATEGORY III, Natural Science and Technology' distributed by the University Committee. [Note: for the 
remainder of this report, this document will be referred to as 'Category III Overview'] . 
2. Developed and mailed surveys to randomly selected alumni graduating between 1996 and 2001 and to 
randomly selected current UNI students who took Capstone in Fall2001. 
3. Developed and mailed course-specific surveys to all faculty teaching courses in the category during Spring and 
Fall2001. 
4. Surveyed the faculty and administration of the College of Natural Sciences regarding the efficacy the current 
structure of Category III. 
5. Collected and analyzed syllabi from all courses in the category. 
6. Analyzed enrollment records for the Spring, Summer and Fall 2001 semesters. 
7. Surveyed Department Heads regarding each course from the category delivered by their administrative unit. 
8. Developed recommendations for the final report after lengthy discussion. 
9. Participated in a consultation session with the University Liberal Arts Core Committee in early Apri12002. 
Results 
Prior to data collection, it was deemed necessary to develop a set of measurable goals and to restate the Outcomes / 
Competencies for the category in terms that would enable us to focus our efforts and deliver a worthwhile product. 
The goals were developed without reference to the structure or content of Category III. 
The three overarching goals for Category III- Natural Science and Technology are: 
3.1 Understand how science is done. 
3.2 Understand the natural world. 
3.3 Apply scientific understanding. 
Student Enrollment Trends 
A total of 8717 students were registered at the 3rd week of the semester in Category III courses during the Spring, 
Summer and Fall semesters in 2001. These data do not include students in CNS majors taking courses such as General 
Physics I or General Chemistry I to satisfy their Liberal Arts Core requirements. As a contrast, data from the 1995 
review indicated there were 6183 students registered in classes offered from Category III. This is an estimated 30% 
increase in the number of students registered in Category III courses at a time when total University undergraduate 
enrollment has only increased by 9% since Fall of 1995 (n=11412) versus Fall of 2001 (n=12474), according to data 
from the Registrar's Office. This information, coupled with concerns expressed by Category III faculty and 
administrators, indicates that there is a dire need for increased resources to support the courses within the category. ~ 
These resources include faculty, support staff, laboratory equipment and expendable materials. 
Course Review 
The Review Team has found that, based on alumni, student, faculty, and administrator reviews, courses under 
Subgroups A and B are perceived to be a positive contribution to the goals of the Liberal Arts Core program at the 
University. Knowledge and understanding of science and relevant technology, logical thinking, problem solving, and 
critical analysis are outcomes of the category that have value for students. The efficacy of the Life and Physical 
Sciences components are supported by the various data and, therefore, are successful constituents of the Liberal Arts 
Core curriculum. 
Subgroup C: Capstone experienced mixed views regarding efficacy, content, and the model currently being used. It 
should be noted that these are not new issues, as this course has always experienced heavy scrutiny and, to this day, 
sparks criticism and debate among students and faculty. The Capstone experience should be a positive one for students 
and faculty and, to a certain extent, it has been successful on this count. However, until we are comfortable with the 
model and the resultant product, questions remain. There are many different views and interpretations of Capstone's 
purpose and intent, few of which appear to be in accord with those of the original designers of the course, according to 
the history contained in the Appendix. This diversity in interpretations has contributed in no small manner to the 
current dissatisfaction with Capstone. 
Recommendations 
Based on the comprehensive review of Category III of the Liberal Arts Core curriculum, the Category III Review Team 
offered the following recommendations for Subgroup A: Life Sciences and Subgroup B: Physical Sciences for 
consideration by the Liberal Arts Core Committee and the University community: 
• After administrative review, the newly stated goals and competencies/ outcomes for Category III should be 
disseminated to all faculty teaching courses in the category. 
• Using the newly stat~d goals and competencies/ outcomes as a guide, faculty responsible for teaching courses in 
the Category should confer to develop a generic outcomes assessment instrument for courses in Subgroups A and 
B. 
• Funding for new faculty and staff lines as well as increased funding for lab equipment and classroom space should 
be a top priority, particularly for Departments offering courses with large sections. 
With regard to Capstone, it is the opinion of the Review Team that the following question(s) must be addressed: 
Is it important that the University have one course that aU students must take? 
If so, what content should it have and what model should we use? 
If not, should ensuring that students take a course requiring critical analysis and integration of 
knowledge gained in previous courses in the category be left to each College or its individual 
Departments? 
To answer these question(s), we have the following recommendations: 
1. There should be a college-wide discussion in CNS to determine the future of Capstone. 
2. As a result of this discussion, a proposal for a revised/updated model for Capstone should be developed by 
CNS for consideration by the Liberal Arts Core Committee. 
It is important this college-wide discussion is launched in the near future while the questions and issues surrounding 
Capstone initiated by this review are fresh. It is also important to take this opportunity to develop the best proposal 
based on an appropriate model for the expected outcomes of the Category. 
Liberal Arts Core1 Review 
Category III: Natural Science and Technology 
May2002 
Introduction 
In mid-November 2001, the Category III Review Team initiated the review process as described in the procedures 
forwarded from the University Liberal Arts Core Committee. The Review Team consisted of the following persons: 
Shoshanna Coon, Chemistry 
Dennis Dahms, Geography 
Teresa Hall, Industrial Technology, Chair 
Mohammad Iqbal, Earth Science 
Robert Seager, Biology 
Paul Shand, Physics 
Jill Trainer, Biology 
In addition to the working members of the group, Lynn Brant served as liaison to the Team from the University 
Committee, and David Christiansen and Norris Durham served as ex-officio members for consultation purposes. 
The Team met regularly to develop requisite elements of this report as defmed by the General Education Review 
Policy (amended 19 October 2001). Our charges were as follows: examine outcomes and competencies for the 
review area; conduct student outcomes assessment; conduct faculty analysis of courses; submit a draft report to the 
appropriate College Deans; participate in a consultative session with the University Committee; and, submit a final 
report prior to the end of the Spring 2002 semester. 
Historical Perspective 
The 1995 review of Category III indicated that the category as a whole was effective and meeting the goals of the 
General Education curriculum. The results indicated there were few concerns expressed by administrators regarding 
staffing and physical resource issues as a result of general education course offerings in the College, the exceptions 
being the Activity-Based Life & Physical Science courses and Astronomy. The student surveys revealed that, not 
surprisingly, the prime reason for taking Sphere I, II and III courses was to satisfy the General Education 
requirement, although there were positive views toward the majority of courses in the category. Overall, the review 
found that courses in the category were successful in fulfilling their role in the curriculum. 
As a result of the review, faculty and administrators noted concerns regarding the unbalanced exposure to biological 
and physical sciences prior to taking the Sphere III course. The major outcome of the review process was a 
recommendation to realign Spheres I and II to become A. Life Sciences and B. Physical Sciences, respectively. This 
addressed the need to give students opportunities to take courses in both life and physical sciences. Sphere III was 
renamed C. Capstone, however the course maintained its original goals and expected outcomes. There were also 
recommendations for more centralized coordination of Capstone and it was suggested that improving rapport 
between course instructors would be beneficial. These recommendations were implemented following the 1995 
report. 
The Review Process 
To address the charges to the Team, we performed the following tasks: 
1. Reviewed the goals, outcomes and competencies as stated in the document entitled 'General Education, 
CATEGORY III, Natural Science and Technology' distributed by the University Committee. [Note: for the 
remainder of this report, this document will be referred to as 'Category III Overview']. 
1 In January 2002, the General Education program was renamed Liberal Arts Core. 
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2. Developed and mailed surveys to randomly selected alumni graduating between 1996 and 2001 and to 
randomly selected current UNI students who took Capstone in Fall 2001. 
3. Developed and mailed course-specific surveys to all faculty teaching courses in the category during Spring 
and Fall 2001. 
4. Surveyed the faculty and administration of the College of Natural SCiences regarding the efficacy the current 
structure of Category III. 
5. Collected and analyzed syllabi from all courses in the category. 
6. Analyzed enrollment records for the Spring, Summer and Fall 2001 semesters. 
7. Surveyed Department Heads regarding each course from the category delivered by their administrative unit. 
8. Developed recommendations for the final report after lengthy discussion. 
9. Participated in a consultation session with the University Liberal Arts Core Committee in early April 2002. 
This report is the result of these activities and represents fulfillment of the charges to the Review Team. 
Results 
a. Statement of the intended Liberal Arts Core category goals and the sub categories, as 
appropriate. 
In the Category III Overview document, the following statement gives the reader a sense of the intention of the 
Liberal Arts Core program with respect to the category: 
"In a highly technological society, science plays an enormous role in how things are done and how we view 
and come to understand the natural world around us . . . . To develop an informed awareness of the 
interconnectedness of all aspects of the human and natural environments and the forces that operate in 
nature and society, the student must understand science, how it operates, its inherent values, its limits, and 
its credibility." 
Subgroups A and B 
The Life and Physical Sciences subgroups appear, on the surface, to serve a utilitarian purpose in the delivery of 
knowledge of biology, chemistry, earth science, geography, physics, and relevant technology. However, the nature 
and significance of this knowledge cannot be discounted, as the underlying purpose is ultimately to develop the 
students' logical and creative thinking skills under the schema of scientific inquiry. 
Subgroup C 
The third subgroup in the category, Capstone, has been developed to serve a broader purpose in the Liberal Arts Core 
curriculum. The objectives, as stated in the Category III Overview, are: 
"The multidisciplinary capstone course will require students to think about issues at a level where they must 
integrate scientific knowledge, economic and political realities, historical experiences, and moral, 
philosophical, and aesthetic values." 
Rather than taking the form of received knowledge, the course has been designed to link students' experiences and 
learning across the Liberal Arts Core program. Thus, logical, relational and creative thinking skills come into play in 
this 'capstone' experience. As the responsibility for delivery of this element of the curriculum currently resides within 
the category 'Natural Science and Technology', the relationship between science and technology has been joined 
under the common theme of the environment. 
The Capstone course, Environment, Technology and Society, grew from the efforts of a group of faculty in the early 
1980s as a multidisciplinary course to develop environmentalliteracy.2 It is important to note that the term 
2 See Appendix E for a more detailed narrative by Lynn Brant entitled "A Brief History of the Birth of Capstone". 
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environmental literacy was perceived to be an understanding of the interconnectedness of nature and human society 
through the lens of the entire University academic experience including 'political, social, artistic, religious, biological, 
and physical' environments (Brant, 2002). The course became part of the General Education curriculum in 1988. 
While the course description remains largely the same today, its content and purpose have not been static and subtle 
changes have occurred over the past 14 years. 
Category Descripdon and Requirements 
The category is divided into three subgroups: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Capstone. Students are required 
to take one course in the Life Sciences, Subgroup A, and must take a lab section from Subgroup A or Subgroup B. 
Activity-Based Life Science is the offering in this cluster that will satisfy the State requirements for elementary science 
teacher education students. The courses in this subgroup are offered from the Biology and Anthropology 
Departrnen ts. 
Students are also required to take one course in the Physical Sciences, Subgroup B, and may elect to take a lab section 
from this group of courses as mentioned previously. Activity-Based Physical Science is the offering in this cluster that 
will satisfy the State requirements for elementary science teacher education students. The courses in this subgroup are 
offered from the Physics, Chemistry, Earth Science, and Geography Departments. 
All undergraduate students at UNI, including transfer students, must take Capstone, the only course in Subgroup C. 
Instructors for the course are primarily from the College of Natural Sciences (CNS), however the College of 
Humanities and Fine Arts (CHFA) and the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences (CSBS) have provided 
instructors on a limited basis. 
The course catalog descriptions for Category III, Subgroups A, B, and C can be found in Appendix A. 
Goals of the Category 
The Category III Review Team addressed the first charge 'examine outcomes and competencies for the review area' in 
· the review procedures concurrently during the discussion of the goals for the category. In reviewing the Category III 
Overview document, it was apparent to the Review Team that there were no specific goals for the category other than 
vague content expectations. Prior to data collection, it was deemed necessary to develop a set of measurable goals 
and to restate the Outcomes / Competencies for the category in terms that would enable us to focus our efforts and 
deliver a worthwhile product. The goals were developed without reference to the structure or content of Category III. 
The three overarching goals for Category III- Natural Science and Technology are: 
3.1 Understand how science is done. 
3.2 Understand the natural world. 
3.3 Apply scientific understanding. 
We believe these goals are clear, measurable, and appropriate. 
b. Examination of the extent to which the goals of the category have been met and continue to be 
relevant to the goals of the Liberal Arts Core Program. 
The Category III Review Team gathered data from a variety of sources to determine the efficacy of the curriculum 
with regard to the goals of Category III and the Liberal Arts Core program. Alumni, students, course instructors, 
CNS faculty, academic advising personnel, and administrators were surveyed on a variety of topics regarding the goals 
of the category and its outcomes (See Appendix B for samples of the survey instruments). Additionally, the Team 
reviewed syllabi from all course sections offered in the category during Spring 2001 and Fall 2001. 
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Within Category III, there are three subgroups that approach Natural Science and Technology from different 
perspectives. Subgroup A: Life Sciences conveys scientific knowledge via the study of living organisms and species, 
while Subgroup B: Physical Sciences covers description and explanation of natural phenomena from microscopic 
(nuclei and atoms) to large scale (earth and universe). Together these two subgroups deliver content that link 
information and abstract concepts about science and the resultant use of technology to relevant experiences in the 
students' lives. Subgroup C: Capstone serves as a catalyst for critical inquiry and discussion of interrelationships 
between the human environment and the natural environment. Thus, these subgroups satisfy the fundamental goals 
of the category: to develop understanding of what science is, its function and purpose, and the interaction between 
nature and our species. The results indicate that understanding of science and the natural world, and applying 
scientific knowledge are being successfully delivered. 
With respect to the question of continued relevance of Category III to the goals of the Liberal Arts Core, Natural 
Science and Technology continues to be a valid and important feature of the curriculum at UN I. Complex political, 
social, professional and personal issues require knowledgeable and engaged citizens who are able to make informed 
decisions about science and technology. For example, current issues that require understanding of science and 
technology for citizens to make important decisions include 1) global warming and the effects of greenhouse gases; 2) 
alternative fuels; 3) national missile defense; and 4) protection from biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons that 
may be used in terrorists attacks. The Review Team mailed a survey to all CNS faculty asking about the effectiveness 
of the current Category III structure. The responses indicate that the majority support the current Life Sciences, 
Physical Sciences, and Capstone structure for the category. Specific comments and results can be found in Appendix 
C, Survey Comments. The current structure ensures that teacher education requirements in Life and Physical Sciences 
are satisfied, which was mentioned as an improvement over the previous Sphere I, II, III structure. 
c. Examination of the outcomes and competencies for the review area. 




NaturalS cience and Technolog)': Students shall understand the operations, values, and impact of science in 
the co.ntext of the world environment. 
develop an informed awareness of the interconnectedness of human and natural 
environments 
explore modes of scientific thought 
As noted previously, the Team worked to refine the statement of expected outcomes / competencies to ensure they 
were consistent with the goals for the category. The clarified Outcomes / Competencies, under the three main goals 
for the Category are: 
Goall: Understand how science is done. 
Outcomes /Competencies: 
3.1.1 Understand the methods of science including observation, induction, deduction, and testing hypotheses. 
3.1.2 Understand that science is a dynamic process. Current scientific knowledge may be revised or replaced as 
new and more refined knowledge is gained. Understand that scientific knowledge does not become 
accepted until it has been tested and verified. 
3.1.3 Understand that science requires creativity in asking questions, making predictions, experimental design, 
development of theories, and critical analysis of data and hypotheses. 
3.1.4 Understand that experimental methods, data collection, organization, and analysis differ in different 
fields. However, there is unity in the goal of observing and understanding nature. 
3.1.5 Understand that science is a human endeavor. Data collection, documentation, and interpretation are 
subject to error. Humans are also subject to cultural, political, and religious influences that may introduce 
unintentional bias into the scientific endeavor. 
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3.1.6 Understand the difference between science and technology and understand the interplay between them. 
Science and technology are complementary to each other and their concepts are mutually transferable. 
Goal 2: Understand the natural world. 
Outcomes I Competencies: 
3.2.1 Understand basic principles of the natural world. 
3.2.2 Knowledge of fundamental principles of physical and life sciences. 
Goal3: Apply scientific understanding. 
Outcomes I Competencies: 
3.3.1 Appreciate the ways in which scientific and technological change have impacted and continue to influence 
human lives and the environment. 
3.3.2 Evaluate the social, economic and political implications of scientific and technological advances. 
d. An enrollment record according to courses, sections, and instructors and an analysis indicating 
the anticipated needs for additional staff and/ or class spaces for students, if any. 
The Registrar's office provided class size reports for each course in the category based on 3rd week enrollments. The 
student data were as follows : 
Sprin 2001 E Um '1J? nro ent 
Total Avg. 
Course # # Credit Section 
Course Title # Sections Enrolled Hours Size Notes 
Activity Based Physical Sci. 820:031 2 67 268 34 
Activity Based Life Science 820:032 2 59 236 30 
Environment, Tech & Soc 820:140 29 1022 2044 35 
Life: Natural World 840:012 7 363 1089 52 
Life: Natural World Lab 840:013 6 172 172 29 
Life: Continuity & Change 840:014 6 461 1383 77 
Life: Continuity & Chg Lab 840:015 15 361 361 24 
1 section lecture 
(3 cr.), 2 sections 
Principles of Chemistry3 860:010 3 87 306 29 w /lab ( 4 cr.) 
658 
Lecture avg. - 66 
Astronomy 870:010 6 199 33 Lab av11:. = 15 
Astronomy Lab 870:011 1 4 4 4 
Elements of Weather 870:021 6 239 717 40 
Physical Geology 870:031 6 147 588 25 
Lecture avg. - 74 
Lab avg. = 25 
Conceptual Physics 880:011 1 35 140 35 
Physics in Everyday Life 880:012 1 80 240 80 
Physical Geography 970:026 11 169 629 15 
Human Origins 990:010 4 196 588 49 
Total 105 3661 9419 Avg. = 37 
>Principles of Chemistry, Astronomy and Physical Geology enrollment numbers do not discriminate between sections with lab ~4 credit hours) and s~ctior~ with 
lecture only (3 credit hours) . The total credit hours data from Registrar's shows all students took these courses for 4 hours credit Thus, average secbons s12e was 
calculated based on Registrar's data for number of sections offered and number students enrolled. Data in the notes column are from respective Departmental 
data. 
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Summer 2001 Enrollment 
Total Avg. 
Course # # Credit Section 
Course Title # Sections Enrolled Hours Size Notes 
Environment, Tech & Soc 820:140 10 305 610 31 
Life: Continuity & Change 840:014 1 38 114 38 
Life: Continuity & Chg Lab 840:015 1 19 19 19 
Astronomy 870:010 3 25 88 8 
Lecture avg. - 13 
Lab avg. - 8 
Astronomy Lab 870:011 1 2 2 2 
Elements of Weather 870:021 1 33 99 33 
Physics in Everyday Life 880:012 1 18 54 18 
Physical Geography 970:026 2 17 56 9 
Total 19 457 1033 Avg. = 20 
FaD 2001 Enrollment 
Total Avg. 
Course # # Credit Section 
Course Title # Sections Enrolled Hours Size Notes 
Activity Based Physical Sci 820:031 4 126 504 32 
Activity Based Life Science 820:032 4 119 476 30 
Environment, Tech & Soc 820:140 36 1273 2546 35 
Life: The Natural World 840:012 4 428 1284 107 
Life: Natural World Lab 840:013 6 165 165 28 
Life: Continuity & Change 840:014 6 709 2127 118 
Life: Continuity & Chg Lab 840:015 15 413 413 28 
1 section, lecture (3 
Principles of Chemistry 860:010 4 143 518 36 
cr.), 3 sections 
w /lab ( 4 cr.) 
Astronomy 870:010 5 206 671 41 
Lecture avg. - 69 
Lab av_g. = 18 
Elements ofWeather 870:021 4 213 639 53 
Physical Geology 870:031 6 152 608 25 
Lecture avg.- 76 
Labav~~:. = 25 
Conceptual Physics 880:011 1 54 216 54 
Physics in Everyday Life 880:012 2 152 456 76 
Physical Geography 970:026 10 202 763 20 
Human Origins 990:010 5 252 756 50 
Total 112 4607 12142 Avg. = 49 
There were 38 different instructors listed for courses in Category III during the Spring, Summer and Fall sessions in 
2001. During the review period, the average class size for courses in the category was 40 and there were 236 sections 
offered. The majority of the course sections offered were taught by tenured or tenure-track faculty (78%). This is 
consistent with University-wide averages for faculty to adjunct ratios for undergraduate courses. 
A total of 8725 students were registered at the 3rd week of the semester in Category III courses during the Spring, 
Summer and Fall semesters in 2001. These data do not include students in CNS majors taking courses such as 
General Physics I or General Chemistry I to satisfy their Liberal Arts Core requirements. As a contrast, data from the 
1995 review indicated there were 6183 students registered in classes offered from Category III4• This is an estimated 
30% increase in the number of students registered in Category III courses at a time when total University 
undergraduate enrollment has only increased by 9% since Fall of 1995 (n=11412) versus Fall of 2001 (n=12474), 
• The 1995 Category III Review Report did not specifically list number of students in Capstone other than 'the sections are always near capacity, with 20 to 30 
sections being offered each semester' (Rider, 1995). Using an average of 25 sections with 35 students per section and including 3 sections offered during the 
summer session, the number of students is estimated to be 1855 for Spring. Summer & Fall 1994. 
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according to data from the Registrar's Office. This information, coupled with concerns expressed by Category III 
faculty and administrators, indicates that there is a dire need for increased resources to support the courses within the 
category. These resources include faculty, support staff, laboratory equipment and expendable materials. See the 
recommendations section for proposed remedies. 
e. Completion of a General Education Review Course Form by the Category Review Team in 
consultation with relevant faculty and administrators for each course in the review area. 
Data collected from faculty who taught courses in the Category during Spring 2001 and Fall2001 were collected using 
an eleven-item survey. Questions were both dichotomous and open-ended, extending an opportunity to the teaching 
faculty to expand on any item. Administrators (Department Heads) were sent a four-item survey specific to each 
course in their administrative unit. The data from faculty and administrators collected from surveys were used to 
complete the Review Course form for each course in Category III. Sample faculty and administrator surveys can be 
found in Appendix B. 
Syllabi from each course in the category were also collected for the period Spring 2001 and Fal12001. For simplicity, 
the results for Subgroup A and Subgroup B have been compiled into two tables: Table 1: Life Sciences, and Table 2: 
Physical Sciences. Summary statements regarding the findings by the Team are located in section F of this document. 
For Subgroup C: Capstone, the course review is presented in narrative form starting on page 10. 
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Table 1. Subgroup A: Life Sciences 
,. " }"(:~. 820:032 840:013 Life: .- ... "'..i . ' 
ACtivity· 
840:012 Life: 840:014 Life: 840:015 Life: 990:010Human "'!- The Natural The Natural Continuity & Continuity & 
Review Based Life 'origins 
Question Science 
World Wor1d Lab Change cliang·e Lab 








lb. Change Will be a Suggest revision No No No No 
description? change in Fall 
2002 Cataloo. 




2b. Have No No No No No No 
changes been 
made? 
3. Emphasis of No No No No No No 
content areas 
changed? 
4. How are Through Through Lab coordinator Instructors share Coordinator Instructors work 
comparable administrator administrator ideas/materials, trains together and 
sections discuss course instructors, share material 
assured? Administrator 
oversees 
Sa. Guided inquiry. Lecture, Investigations, Lecture, film, Labs Lecture, slides, 
Instrudional Integrated demonstrations, experiments discussion, handouts, 
methods. lecture lab. video problem-solving discussion, film 
exercises 
Sb. Student Investigations Classroom Experiments In-class Investigations Models of artifacts 
adivities. - long & short demonstrations, assignments, of relevant shown 
term; video, small minute papers, topics 
facilitated experiments question of the 
discussion, day, group 
projects 
6. Writing Investigation Varies - none to Lab reports, Weekly Weekly lab Essay on exams 
opportunities. reports. short essay questions assignments, reports, 
Writing in assignments on exams article reviews, homework 
different forms in-class 
of assessment. assignments 
7. Assessment Assignments, Exams, Exams, weekly Exams, written Graded Quizzes, exams, 
methods. papers, pre- homework assignments assignments, papers, discussion 
post tests, attendance homework 
exams 
Ba. Major Develops Broad view of life Experiential Current issues, Extremely Interesting 
strengths critical & learning relevant topics, relevant. subject, 
thinkers, interrelationships scientific literacy challenging 
science material 
reasoners 
Bb. Major None Large class size None Large class size Large lab None 
weaknesses sections 
9. Changes Budget needs Add faculty to No Additional Need to No 
needed for to increase address large personnel to reduce lab 
integrity? sections reduce section section size 
size 
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Table 2. Subgroup B: Physical Sciences 
820:031 860:010 870:021 870:031 880:011 880:012 
Activity· Based 870:010 Physics in 970:026 Principles of Elements of Physical Conceptual Physical 
Review Physical Chemistry 
Astronomy 
Weather Geology Physics 
Everyday 
Geography 
Question Science Life 
la. Course Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes i 
descn"ption I : reflect ! I 
delivery? I 
lb. Change Will be a No No No No No No No 
description? change in Fall 
02 




2b. Have Yes No No No No No No More emphasis 
changes on land forms 
been made? 
3. Emphasis No Has evolved to No No No No No 
of content emphasize 
I areas relationship to 
changed? life. 
4. How are Team taught Instructors Lecture by 1 Same text, Instructor One large N/A Custom manual 
comparable meet & discuss instructor, labs cover same discussion, lecture, for labs, 
sections w/2"d topics same text & lab individual labs instructor 
assured? instructor manual discussions 
Sa. Lecture, labs, Lecture, lab, Lecture & lab Lecture, in-class Lecture & lab Lecture w/ Lecture, Lecture, 
Instructional discussion, group projects, group activities, demonstrations, demonst- homework, 
methods. demonstrations demonstrations video lab activities ration labs 
Sb. Student Lab Material Observations, Demonstrations, Observation, Variety of fun Demos of Lab exercises, 
activities. experiments, identification, demonstrations group activities, experiments, experiments & every day discussion, 
classroom presentations, class polling demonstrations, demonstrations, machines field exercises 
demonstrations labs on-campus labs follow how Demonstrations 
activities course physics 
sequence applies 
6. Writing Lab activity Research Homework, lab Short answer Short answer & Lab activity Homework Homework 
opportunities. write-up, reports, lab write-up, questions, essay on questions, and exam assignments, 
assignments reports, essays reports homework, exams, 1 page project w/ written journal reviews 
extra-credit summary paper. Writing 
I papers on exams 
7. Lab activities Exams, Tests, Achievement of Homework, Unit tests, lab Homework Exams, lab 
Assessment evaluated, quizzes, homework, course goals tests, lab activity exam reports, 
methods. exams, projects, lab, reports exams, lab evaluation, scores problem sets 
participation I presentations exercises homework 
Ba. Major Activity based Good general Hands-on Applicable to Labs are Labs link to can turn Labs link to 
strengths knowledge, opportunities everyday life collaborative & lecture material students lecture material 
hands-on customized for on to 
UNI resources physics & 
science 
Bb. Major Lab equipment None None Class size Class size None None None 
weaknesses needs 
9. Changes Update to None None None None None None None 
needed for content must 
integn"ty? be coordinated 
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Subgroup C: Capstone, Course Review 
The review of this subgroup in Category III was extensive and thought provoking. Divergent perspectives on the 
purposes, content, format, outcomes, and effectiveness of Capstone gave the Review Team much information to 
consider. From the start, it was apparent that we would need to treat this subgroup differently in terms of 
development of survey items for instruments, data analysis, and our discussion of the results and recommendations. 
The data collected from alumni and students for the entire category are integrated into this section due to the format 
of the survey and the general themes found in the responses. The return rate for alumni and students was 
disappointing: of 600 surveys mailed (300 alumni, 300 student), only 21 alumni surveys and 13 student surveys were 
returned. 5 For this reason, the results for present and former student perceptions are suspect due to the potential to 
be a non-representative sample. Differences between alumni and students on most questionnaire items were not 
found to be significantly different. Survey items for alumni and students alike indicated that the majority (77%) 
understood the impact of human behavior on the environment and most agreed that they understood the 
relationships between science, technology and the environment (67%). The responses to questions related to the 
restated outcomes/ competencies for Category III were mixed on understanding the methods of science, the natural 
world and fundamental principles of the natural world. There were an interesting variety of comments from students 
and alumni regarding the sciences, technology and Capstone ranging from strongly positive to strongly negative. The 
prevailing comments regarding the Capstone course, however, were to tl1e effect that it should be revised or dropped. 
See Appendix C for a compilation of alumni and student comments. 
Results from the faculty and administrator surveys regarding Subgroup C: Capstone were more measured and 
contemplative, although not without strong sentiment. Faculty who taught the course in Spring 2001, Summer 2001, 
and Fall 2001 were surveyed regarding the standard items on the course review form. See Appendix D, Course 
Review Forms for this information. There were 12 surveys returned out of 28 that were sent out (Note: adjuncts who 
normally teach the course were not available to be surveyed due to Spring 2002 reductions in adjunct faculty use). In 
addition to standard course review questions, there were Capstone specific questions such as: are you able to conduct 
the course at the Junior/ Senior level (yes = 11, no = 1); does the course include discussion (yes = 11, no = 0, no 
reply= 1). There were also five open-ended questions on the instrument in addition to space provided on each 
dichotomous question. Comments from faculty respondents can be found in Appendix C. Department Heads within 
CNS (n = 5) offering Capstone from their administrative unit were also surveyed. The responses indicated that there 
were concerns about adequate faculty resources to keep class size manageable and the ability to support other courses 
in Category III in addition to Capstone. In the CNS faculty survey, a majority of the faculty did not agree that 
Capstone, as it is currently taught, should be the third course in a three-course sequence. 
The Review Team chair interviewed Dean Kichoon Yang in late February. He commented on three separate but 
related sets of issues: curricular, resources, and governance. The curricular issues surrounding Capstone include the 
contrived distinction between content and pedagogy as the course attempts to change the curricular paradi~ in 
teaching across disciplines. Ongoing resource issues are exacerbated by our current budget situation. A more 
centralized model of governance may help solve some existing issues but likely introduce other difficulties; it is 
unclear such a change would address substantive issues. His closing remarks indicated that what we make of the 
present model is more important and we must refrain from trying to find a quick fix to the Capstone dilemma. 
Concerns expressed by students, alumni, faculty and administrators were discussed at length by the Review Team. As 
a result, the following observations were made regarding Capstone: 
• There is a question about the consistency between sections: syllabi indicate the lack of an integrative 
approach; grading, methods, and content are variable; the philosophy of the instructor often determines the 
focus of the course. In principle, variability among sections of a course is not necessarily undesirable, if it is 
consistent with the goals of the course. However, maintaining uniformity among capstone sections is a goal 
of the original description. 
• The scope of the course is a concern: it is difficult to offer a course to every undergraduate at the university, 
make the section size small, match a limited faculty base to the purpose of the course, and ·maintain our high 
s Prior to data collection, a Human Subjects Review was cumpleted. 
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standards for quality, all at the same time. 1bis, indeed, is a formidable task under the present model. A 
class size of 35 is too large to provide the proper classroom climate for stimulating discussion, especially 
since almost all sections are taught in classrooms designed for lecture courses. However, other techniques 
to encourage active learning may be suitable for classes this size. 
• Has environmental literacy become cliche? There is no question that environmental issues are important, 
but should this be the underlying theme of a capstone experience for the Natural Sciences and Technology 
Category? Many other issues in science and technology that are critical to society have emerged in the last 
decade. Challenging existing perceptions about resource use, social responsibility, and choices we make 
regarding science and technology are themes that lend themselves to multidisciplinary curricula and must be 
discussed further. 
f. A summary of the Category Review Team's research examining student and faculty perceptions of the 
course(s). 
The Review Team has found that, based on alumni, student, faculty, and administrator reviews, courses under 
Subgroups A and B are perceived to be a positive contribution to the goals of the Liberal Arts Core program at the 
University. Knowledge and understanding of science and relevant technology, logical thinking, problem solving, and 
critical analysis are outcomes of the category that have value for students. The efficacy of the Life and Physical 
Sciences components are supported by the various data and, therefore, are successful constituents of the Liberal Arts 
Core curriculum. 
Subgroup C: Capstone experienced mixed views regarding efficacy, content, and the model currently being used. It 
should be noted that these are not new issues, as this course has always experienced heavy scrutiny and, to this day, 
sparks criticism and debate among students and faculty. The Capstone experience should be a positive one for 
students and faculty and, to a certain extent, it has been successful on this count. However, until we are comfortable 
with the model and the resultant product, questions remain. There are many different views and interpretations of 
Capstone's purpose and intent, few of which appear to be in accord with those of the original designers of the course, 
according to the history contained in the Appendix. 1bis diversity in interpretations has contributed in no small 
manner to the current dissatisfaction with Capstone. 
g. A summary of the review area prepared by the Category Review Team for the Committee which 
addresses successes and challenges discovered from the review process. Include specific recommendations 
for any actions to be taken by the General Education Committee based on the review findings. These 
recommendations may include such things as improving consistency within the review area, staf11ng, 
facilities, equipment, meeting student needs, areas of on-going concerns, etc. 
Summary 
Category III, as a whole, continues to successfully meet the needs of the University by meeting the Liberal Arts Core 
curriculum expectations for relevance and quality. The courses in Subgroups A and B, specifically, are well designed, 
challenge and enlighten students, and are supported by the faculty and administration. There are some courses that 
are experiencing difficulties due to resource shortages (faculty, staff, infrastructure and expendables) causing many 
sections to be larger than optimum for teaching and learning. 1bis problem appears to be related to abnormal 
increases in students registering for selected courses. Indeed, student numbers in these courses in the Category have 
far outpaced University undergraduate enrollment growth. It is not known if other Colleges or Departments across 
campus are experiencing similar pressure due to increased student numbers in Liberal Arts Core Courses. 1bis is a 
resource issue that faculty governance and the administrati~n must address if we are to continue to meet the high 
standards and expectations for course offerings at the University. 
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Student perceptions of the Liberal Arts Core, Natural Science and Technology, continues to be mixed. Positives 
include quality teaching, excellent opportunities to learn about science and technology, and exploration of 
contemporary issues important to individuals and society alike. The downside is that students (and some faculty) fail 
to understand the relevance of elements in the Liberal Arts Core curriculum and therefore question the value of some 
courses in the Category, such as Environment, Technology and Society. To address these concerns, the Team has 
developed a set of recommendations for faculty and administrators responsible for the quality and content in 
Category III of the Liberal Arts Core curriculum. 
Recommendations 
Based on the comprehensive review of Category III of the Liberal Arts Core curriculum, the Category III Review 
Team offers the following recommendations for Subgroup A: Life Sciences and Subgroup B: Physical Sciences for 




After administrative review, the newly stated goals and competencies/ outcomes for Category III should be 
disseminated to all faculty teaching courses in the category. 
Using the newly stated goals and competencies/ outcomes as a guide, faculty responsible for teaching courses in 
the Category should confer to develop a generic outcomes assessment instrument for courses in Subgroups A 
and B. 
Funding for new faculty and staff lines as well as increased funding for lab equipment and classroom space 
should be a top priority, particularly for Departments offering courses with large sections. 
Specific requests for support include: 
1. Additional funding for upgrading artifact models, slides and videos for Human Origins. 
2. Update the laboratory fees for Life: The Natural World Lab and Life: Continuity & Change Lab to cover the 
increased costs of expendable materials. 
3. Additional faculty and staff for the Biology Department to support additional sections of Category III 
courses to reduce class sizes. 
4. Increase the student wage budget in Biology to give faculty more support for lab preparation, collating 
materials, managing grading, and additional tasks associated with course offerings in the Category. 
With regard to Capstone, it is the opinion of the Review Team that the following question(s) must be addressed: 
Is it important that the University have one course that all students must take? 
If so, what content should it have and what model should we use? 
If not, should ensuring that students take a course requiring critical analysis and integration of 
knowledge gained in previous courses in the category be left to each College or its individual 
Departments? 
To answer these question(s), we have the following recommendations: 
1. There should be a college-wide discussion in CNS to determine the future of Capstone. 
2. As a result of this discussion, a proposal for a revised/updated model for Capstone should be developed by 
CNS for consideration by the Liberal Arts Core Committee. 
It is important this college-wide discussion is launched in the near future while the questions and issues surrounding 
Capstone initiated by this review are fresh. It is also important to take this opportunity to develop the best proposal 
based on an appropriate model for the expected outcomes of the Category. 
While the educational goals of capstone are admirable, the implementation of the goals is not consistently high quality. 
The reasons for this include insufficient resources and the inflexible design of the course. Environmental science 
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does not have a dominant presence at UNI, as it does on campuses like University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, 
Michigan Technological University and Ashland University. Therefore, we have few faculty trained in and committed 
to the pursuit of environmental studies. Capstone sometimes is taught by faculty members who are not experts in this 
field and have the dual burden of remaining current in environmental issues and their own academic disciplines. With 
25-30 sections of capstone offered per semester, the scale of this task is not comparable to the expert resources 
available. The dearth of faculty in environmental disciplines is one factor, along with small section size, that 
contributes to the shortage of committed, highly qualified, tenure-track instructors, and the need to rely on adjuncts. 
Many adjuncts have environmental expertise and have helped maintain the high quality of many capstone sections, 
despite the shortage of regular faculty. However, this situation is not sustainable. 
In addition, we believe the inflexibility in subject matter, class size and format of capstone may diminish the potential 
quality of the course overall. Instructors who are less comfortable with the environmental theme, social implications 
or discussion format of the course may not have the best opportunity to teach from their strengths. 
A program to replace capstone should be flexible, allow students to choose among courses, have appropriate 
educational goals, and be sustainable. This program would retain some of the educational goals of capstone including: 
Exploration of social implications of science and technology 
Environmental literacy 
Opportunities for active learning 
Capstone could be replaced by a selection of separate courses offered in several departments in the College 
of Natural Sciences that explore the implications of science and technology for society and use examples 
relevant to students' Jives. These courses would be of various sizes and formats to permit flexibility. Some courses 
may explore focused themes chosen by the instructors according to her/his interests and background. Courses from 
outside CNS could be included in the list of choices if they help meet some of the above educational goals. One 
hundred-level courses from inside and outside CNS that explore social implication of science and technology or 
environmental literacy could also be included on the list, and could double-count toward appropriate majors. 
Potential upper-level courses that currently exist within CNS and CSBS include: Environmental Ethics, Philosophy of 
Science, Environmental Sociology, and Environmental Geography. 
In summary, the category review process continues to be a worthwhile exercise that has served the University 
community at large and has increased awareness of the ongoing need for a relevant Liberal Arts Core curriculum for 
students at the University of Northern Iowa. The Category III Review Team successfully met the challenge of 
producing a quality product in a very short timeframe. This was due, in no small part, to the excellent contributions 
from each member of the Team and support from Dean Kichoon Yang. 
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Appendix A 
Course Catalog Descriptions 
3a. Life Sciences / 
820:032 Activity-Based Life Science (4 hrs.) 
Activity-based approach to studying the living world for those considering an elementary education major. Focuses on the 
diversity of life and ecosystems utilizing inquiry-oriented teaching. 
840:012 Life: The Natural World (3 hrs.) 
Energy studied as driving force for both living and non-living processes on earth. Emphasis on energy flow within the 
ecosystem including its capture in photosynthesis, its drive of biogeochemical cycling and cellular metabolism. 
840:013 Life: The Natural World - Lab (1 hr.) 
Activities illustrating basic life science concepts regarding energy flow within ecosystems, biodiversity, and their 
interrelationships with human activities. 
840:014 Life: Continuity and Change (3 hrs.) 
Introduction to contemporary topics in biology. Emphasis on study of gene structure and function and applications of 
biology to human concerns. 
840:015 Life: Continuity and Change - Lab (1 hr.) 
Process of science and application of biology to human concerns stressed through student activities involving basic life 
science concepts encompassing cell structure and function, human genetics, and disease transmission . Emphasis on 
assisting students in understanding role of biology in our present society. 
990:010B Human Origins (3 hrs.) 
Introduction to physical and prehistoric development of humankind, including primate and human evolution, modern 
races, and the archaeological cultures of the world. 
3b. Physical Sciences 
820:031 Activity-Based Physical Science (4 hrs.) 
Activity-based introduction to concepts and processes drawn from chemistry, earth science, and physics using an inquiry 
approach for those considering elementary education major. 
860:010 Principles of Chemistry (3-4 hrs.) 
Basic concepts of chemistry, the periodic table and its relation to atomic structure and chemical properties. How the 
understanding of changes in matter and energy is important in both living and non-living systems. Work of the chemist 
and the interactions of chemistry with other activities of humankind. 
870:010 Astronomy (3-4 hrs.) 
Introduction to Universe, solar system, stars, and galaxies, including apparent motions of bodies in the sky; development 
of astronomy and its impact on humankind. 
870:011 Astronomy Laboratory (1 hr.) 
Fundamentals of astronomical observation, the use of introductory astronomical instruments, and application of charts 
and almanacs to finding one's way about the night sky. 
870:021 Elements of Weather (3 hrs.) 
Meteorological elements and their applications to environment; interpretation of weather maps and weather data; 
forecasting and briefing on daily weather. 
870:031 Physical Geology (4 hrs.) 
Introduction to physical environment, emphasizing materials of the Earth and processes that lead to changes within and 
on the Earth. 
880:011 Conceptual Physics (4 hrs.) 
Energy; temperature and heat; waves and sound; electricity and magnetism; light and color; atomic and nuclear structure 
of matter. Emphasis on observation, interpretation, and conceptual understanding of physical phenomena. 
880:012 Physics In Everyday Life (3 hrs.) 
Basic laws and concepts of physics introduced and demonstrated through operation of everyday devices and systems. 
Emphasis on understanding physical principles behind working of modern technologies and interplay between science and 
technology. 
970:026 Physical Geography (3 hrs.) 
Explanation of patterns of solar energy receipt, atmospheric pressure, winds, and precipitation around the Earth. 
Emphasis on how solar energy, water, and crustal movements interact to determine characteristics of natural 
environments on Earth. 
3c. Capstone 
820:140 Environment, Technology, and Society (2 hrs.) 
Emphasis on relationships and interactions of physical, biological, technological, and cultural components of environment. 
Study of selected interdisciplinary problems. Elaborates on student's previous university experience and develops 
environmental literacy. 
AppendixB 
Alumni, Student, Faculty, and Administrator Surveys 
Note on this section: 
The Alumni and Student suroeys were essentialfy identical, the onfy diffirence being demographic questions. 
Course specific suroeys were sent to teachingfaculry and administrators. 
For simpliciry, we have included a representative sample rather than a copy of each survey. 
University of Northern Iowa -General Education Survey 
The purpose of this survey is to allow our alumni the opportunity to give feedback on the effectiveness of the Natural 
Science and Technology courses in the General Education curriculum. This includes the Life Sciences, Physical Sciences 
and Capstone courses. We invite you to take a few minutes to complete the survey. The information you provide will 
help the University Faculty make future curricular decisions. 
This should only take 10 minutes of your time. 
la: Did you take a Life Sciences General Education course at UNI? yes 0 no 0 (if no, go to question 2) 
b. Which course(s) did you take? (check all that apply) 
820:032 Activity-Based Life Science 0 
840:012 Life: The Natural World 0 
840:014B Energy and Life 0 
840:014 Life: Continuity & Change 0 
840:014B Continuity of Life 
840:051 General Biology I 





c. What was the primary reason you selected this course for your General Education requirement? 
Recommended by my advisor 0 
Heard it was interesting 0 
Recommended by a student 0 
Other 
Heard it was easy 0 
Fit my course schedule 0 
Also met a major/minor requirement 0 
----------------------------------------------------
d. How many students were in the class? 1-25 0 26-50 0 51-99 0 100-149 0 150 or more 0 
e. Please rate the size of the class: too large 0 right size 0 too small 0 
2a. Did you take a Physical Sciences General Education course at UNI? yes 0 no 0 (If no, go to question 3) 
b. Which course(s) did you take? (check all that apply) 
820:031 Activity Based Phy Sci I 
860:010 Principles of Chemistry 
860:044 General Chemistry I 
870:010 Astronomy 
870:021 Elements of Weather 
870:031 Physical Geology 








880:012 Physics in Everyday Life 0 
880:012P Elements of Physics 0 
880:054 General Physics I 0 
880: Physics I for Science & Engr. 0 
970:026 Physical Geography 0 
Other (list) -----------
c. What was the primary reason you selected this course? 
Recommended by my advisor 
Heard it was interesting 




Heard it was easy 0 
Fit my course schedule 0 
Also met a major/minor requirement 0 
Other: _____________ _ 
d. How many students were in the class? 1-25 0 26-50 0 51-99 0 100 -149 0 150 or more 0 
e. Please rate the size of the class: too large 0 right size 0 too small 0 
3a. When did you take the Capstone (Environment, Technology & Society) course at UNI? (year) 
b. How many students were in the class? 1-15 0 16-25 0 26-35 0 36-45 0 more than 45 0 
c. Please rate the size of the class: too large 0 right size 0 too small 0 
4. My Natural Science and Technology General Education courses provided me with: 
a. Understanding of how science is done. 
(the methods of science) 
b. Knowledge and understanding of the fundamental 
principles of the natural world . 
c. Understanding the relationship between, 
science, technology, the environment and society. 
d. Understanding of what scientists do. 
e. Awareness of the natural world. 
Comments: 
5. My Capstone course provided me with: 
a. An awareness of how the physical, biological, 
technical and cultural components of the 
environment interact. 
b. An understanding of how human behavior 
impacts the environment. 
Comments: 
Strongly Agree .. ~gree 
' 5 . 4 
Neutral 
·3<. 
Disagree Strongly Disagree 
' 2 1 
·s 
6. What were your perceptions about science and technology before taking these courses? 
7. Did your perceptions change after taking these courses? yes 0 no 0 unsure 0 
Why or why not? 
8. What did you find most rewarding about your science & technology courses at UNI? 
9. What did your find least rewarding about your science & technology courses at UNI? 
10. If you could change anything about the General Education science & technology courses, 
what would it be? 
11. Please add any other comments I observations. 
What year did you graduate? _______ _ 
What was your major? (e.g. Marketing, English, Biology)------------------
Gender: female 0 male 0 
Thank you for completing the survey. Please fold in half on the fold line and tape/staple the survey closed with the 
return address showing. Should you have any questions, please contact Teresa Hall at 319-273-2563 or by email at 
t.hall@uni.edu. 
Fold here, then tape or staple 
BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
RRST- CLASS MAIL PERMIT No CEDAR FALLS, IA 
General Education Review 
College ofNatural Sciences, BRC 50 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Fails, IA 5 0614-0 181 
Please complete this survey and return within 5 days to: 
GenEd Catlll Review, ITC 38, Mail Code 0178 
General Education Category III Review- Faculty Survey 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 870:010 Astronomy 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Introduction to Universe, solar system, stars, and galaxies, including apparent 
motions of bodies in the sky; development of astronomy and its impact on humankind. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 - 4 hours 
1. Does the course description reflect the material currently covered in the course? Yes 0 No 0 
If no, please describe the difference, i.e. additions, deletions. 
2. Would you recommend changing the course description? Yes 0 No 0 
If yes, what changes would you suggest? 
3. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? 
4. What type(s) of student activities are included in the course? 
a) Lab (ex. experiments .. ) 
b) Classroom (ex. demonstrations ... ) 
5. Describe the writing opportunities within the course. 
6. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
7. What are the strengths of the course? 
8. What are the weaknesses of the course? 
9. Is the size of the class appropriate? Why or why not? 
10. If there are multiple sections, how is the course coordinated? 
11. What, if any, changes are needed to maintain the integrity of the course? 
Additional Comments: 
Thank you for your assistance in this review! 
Please complete this survey and return within 5 days to: 
GenEd Catiii Review, lTC 38, Mail Code 0178 
Department ________________ _ 
General Education category III Review - Faculty Survey 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 820:140 Environment, Technology & Society (Capstone) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Emphasis on relationships and interactions of physical, biological, technological, and cultural 
components of environment. Study of selected interdisciplinary problems. Elaborates on student's previous university 
experience and develops environmental literacy. 
CREDIT HOURS: 2 hours 
1. Does the material currently covered in the course reflect the course description? Yes 0 No 0 
If no, please describe the difference, i.e. additions, deletions. 
2. Would you recommend changing the course description? Yes 0 No 0 If yes, what? 
3. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? 
4. What type(s) of student activities are included in the course? 
5. Describe the writing opportunities within the course. 
6. How are students evaluated? What is the grade based on? 
7. Are you able to conduct the course at the Junior/Senior level? Yes 0 No 0 If No, why not? 
8. Does the course include discussion? Yes a No a If so, how well does It work? 
9. In your perception, what are the goals of the course? 
10. Do you encounter challenges in achieving the goals of the course? Please explain. 
11. What are the strengths & weaknesses of the course? 
12. What do you do to prepare yourself to teach capstone? 
13. Is the size of the class section appropriate? Yes a No a If no, why not? 
14. To what extent is Environment, Technology & Society successful as a capstone experience that integrates student 
learning at UN!? 
15. What, If anything, would you like to see changed? 
16. How many times have you taught capstone? ____ When was the last time? _____ _ 
Thank you for your assistance in this review! 
Please complete this survey and return within 5 days to: 
GenEd cat 3 Review, MSH 3240 , Mail Code 0423 
General Education Category 3 Review- Faculty Survey 
1. Is the current structure of Category 3, Natural Science and Technology, effective? Why or why not? 
(Current: Ufe Sciences, Physical Sciences, capstone) 
2. Should Capstone, as it is currently taught, be the third course in a three course structure? 
3. If not, what would you suggest? 
7hank you for your prompt & candid response. 
Please complete this survey and return within 5 days to: 
GenEd Catiii Review, ITC 38, Mail Code 0178 
General Education Category III Review- Administrator Survey 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 870:010 Astronomy 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Introduction to Universe, solar system, stars, and galaxies, including apparent 
motions of bodies in the sky; development of astronomy and its impact on humankind. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 - 4 hours 
1. Are the size of the class sections appropriate? Why or why not? 
2. If there are multiple sections, how is the course coordinated? How do you assure comparable content in 
multiple sections? 
3. What, if any, changes are needed to maintain the integrity of the course? 
4. Do you have adequate resources to fulfill your commitments to the General Education Program? 
Additional Comments: 
Thank you for your assistance in this review! 
Appendix C: 
Survey Comments 
820:140 Administrator Survey: 
N=3 (3/1/02) 
1. Are the size of the class sections appropriate? Why or why not? 
capstone size (@35) seems to be working very well allowing class discussions, as originally intended. 
That depends on if capstone should be a seminar I discussion format course or a lecture type course. Sections are too large for the 
former. 
Until recently, but no other GenEd can be appropriately sized as a result. Size is mandated, but now as a college we have conceded 
our inability to adequately fund it by going to large sections. 
2. If there are multiple sections, how is the course coordinated? How do you assure comparable content in multiple 
sections? 
The capstone (our only participation) is coordinated through the capstone Coordinator. 
There is a capstone Coordinator. This is the job of the Coordinator 
The capstone Coordinating committee tries, but if faculty exert their independence there is little that can be done. 
3. What, if any, changes are needed to maintain the integrity of the course? 
Keep class section size manageable. 
It used to be decided (or reaffirmed) what format course capstone should be. 
Drop it or find enough staff to teach it. Relying on >50% adjuncts is not a solution even if they do a great job because if uses so much 
of the College's funding to hire adjuncts. 
4. Do you have adequate resources to fulfill your commitments to the General Education Program? 
For the capstone, yes. 
No - not the Capstone course. Our faculty leave heavy Department course loads and cannot always 
be spared to participate in the teaching of capstone. 
No- have no additional faculty to direct toward capstone if I am to adequately staff our GenEd. 
Additional Comments: 
Need to add one or two more courses about Technology; e.g., 330:065 The World of Technology. 
Capstone Forum February 11th - Verbatim notes from open discussion 
Re: Question 1 
Capstone summer workshops: theme of the course was discussed and was OK. It was a great 
workshop with a variety of persons attending. Gave new vigor to those who attended. 
Most taught around the ETS as key theme. 
Only few were using Environmental Science texts. 
Society was part of course content. 
The original idea for capstone was to be Science-focused course (3rd sphere). 
All people who teach it don't understand what it is. 
Do we have the faculty resources to support capstone? 
Do we regard the heavy use of adjuncts as resources well placed? 
Connectedness of ETS - this is the central theme. 
Important for next generation to understand these issues. 
Everything is tied back to society I social issues. 
Students evolve from hating the course, not understanding why they are there to have learned 
something and a true appreciation for learning. 
Tough course to teach - but in the end is very rewarding. 
Vote on Q1 = yes 15, no 3 
Concerns: Too narrow focus- I have taught as a senior seminar. 
Resources - not enough sections. 
Global Citizenry is more important than ETS theme. Its important for our children to get the big 
picture. 
September 11th was [teachable moment]. Students surprised me with the presentations they did 
after [Sept. 11]. 
The course is caught between science & sociology. 
How do we bring in all the areas effectively? Politics, Philosophy, Science, Religion ... 
Proficiency in fields other than science I technology can be achieved. 
Move students into a place outside their comfort zone [teaching strategy] 
Multiple themes for the course: other colleges/departments than CNS. 
Concern: Resources, how many others (outside college) would want to teach it? 
Question about team teaching: Has anyone done it? 
It has been team-taught - Brown + 2 others, It was a good experience. Addressed environmental 
justice and was used as foundation for new environmental science course. 
Question: Is bringing in adjuncts negative? Who should teach capstone? 
Those who do not know science should be used, it brings in different perspective. 
Quality control and consistency is the problem. 
2 hours (credit) is not enough. Have taught like 3-hour class. 
Who should teach? It goes to administration of course. Humanities I & II has coordinator elected by 
teaching faculty and committee. 
Perhaps a CNS + CHFA + CSBS joint offering. 
Is it desirable to have people outside CNS teach capstone? Yes = 21, no = 0 
Question: How do we promote bringing in other than CNS persons? 
Would Bev Kopper oversee Capstone - administrate it through the Provosts' office? 
Is it worth developing a proposal for a change in the governance 1 delivery of Capstone? 
[Response was not clear for this question] 
The process would be: Cat III review team- Liberal Arts Core Committee- Faculty Senate- Provost 
Would it be good to propose a Presidential Scholars seminar for Capstone? 
Governance = Provosts' office where resources must be partitioned. 
We (CNS) would lose faculty lines. 
Question: Is shared governance (more than 1 college) worth exploring? 
Yes = 14, no = 3 
Need to poll: Is this a worthwhile course? Faculty & students [we are surveying] 
Need to have faculty group to take ownership of the course. They could lobby other faculty (in CNS 
& outside) to teach the course. 
Need to have realistic expectations of what the course should be. Must have intellectual- level 
ownership [by faculty], then resources can be allocated. Otherwise, course emphasis will 
significantly change. 
Challenges: small sections + multidisciplinary course = lack of resources. 
3rd sphere [Cat. 3c] is something more than what was originally envisioned. 
Why has the ability to support capstone changed? Resources have not grown as number of students 
have grown. 
Need an advocate for Capstone resources. 
11K students at UNI was OK, now have nearly 14K students, is barely OK 
Something must be done about PR for the course. 
If we can't do better than we are [currently doing], then we should cancel it. Comes back to a 
resource issue. 
Editors note: At close of session, there was general agreement we should hold another forum after 
survey results are in. 
Liberal Arts category 3 Review - Alumni Survey: Comments 
Question 4: Comments Science & Technology courses: 
I took Continuity of Life in May term & that was more than enough time for that class. 
Part of my job entails finding 'green' or recycled material that can be used for alternative materials when coming up with a new 
product. 
I wish more key concepts would have been discussed (overview of Bio, Chern, Phys, Anatomy, etc,) instead of great focus on 
seemingly (at the time) unimportant details. 
Cannot remember- was 6 years ago. 
QuestionS: Comments on Capstone course: 
Capstone professor was a little wacky and 'out there".[ name] Grading was abstract and entirely subjective. 
I hated this class and never went. 
Each instructor teaches the course according to his specialty ... , so students get a biased view. The course would be more beneficial if 
it was taught in a unified manner. I felt the class was required so that UNI can state they send off college students with 
awareness of the environment- so its good PR for UN I. 
Total waste of my time. A psychologist with anxiety problems taught it. He threw books and stomped out one time. I am a non-
traditional (older) student. 
Professor didn't take course seriously, it seemed. So how could students be expected to? For the most part, it was an interesting 
class. 
I was extremely disappointed with my capstone class. I did not find the information I learned in Capstone to be beneficial for a senior 
who is about ready to graduate and step into the 'real world'. 
Question 6: What were your perceptions about science & technology before taking these courses? 
I didn't like it. 
I anticipated a more structured course in Capstone. I did not realize the amount of technology used in meteorology. 
I was aware they were interrelated. 
That they were key elements in how the world works & grows. 
Gasses that are taught by instructors who only present their view on how these 3 (environment tech & society) interact is only 
presenting their ideas & views - not changing perceptions of students. 
I had a fairly strong interest I knowledge base from AP science courses in high school prior to my exposure at the college level, so 
these courses served to expand (deepen & widen) my knowledge base with the other more advanced science courses that I 
elected to take. 
I knew very little about how Science & Technology affect our everyday lives. 
I had poor science background coming into college, hence my desire for overview of basic concepts . . 
I came into these courses open-minded. 
Found both quite fascinating. 
Question 7: Did your perceptions change after taking these courses? 
These courses broadened my understanding of natural phenomenon. 
Much of what I learned in these courses was similar to the experiences I had in high school. 
Classes taught me new things, but this info isn't applicable to my life today. 
Nurses are people we frequently deal with but I hadn't thought of how much science is involved in medical care (physical part). This 
extends to other healthcare occupations and many others. 
It's very important to try & recycle as much as possible. It is also important to find alternative energy sources. 
More aware of need for ecology. · 
Capstone was nothing like e5<tretted. Pleasantly surprised with elements of weather. 
Science is science. It was just a reiteration of what I learned in junior high and high school. 
Question 8: What did you find f!1!lH rewarding about your science & technology courses at UNI? 
When it was over. 
I truly enjoyed learning about the forces of weather in our world. Expending my knowledge of weather and how it works was 
rewarding and stays with me today (lifelong learning). 
Seeing lecture material applied in a lab setting. 
The professors were easy to understand. 
Completing them. 
I did not find the class rewarding. 
I found the curriculum to be beneficial in all of the courses, but I found 2 science professors in particular to be extremely beneficial. 
[names & courses noted] 
Good info. Interacting with other students. 
Further enhanced my knowledge & awareness in these areas. 
None taken @ UNI. 
Lab experiments -that info sticks with me, because I understand, instead of memorize it. 
Captivating professor who was excited about what we were studying. 
Relationships formed through socializing with other students! 
All that I learned; which was a lot. 
Question 9: What did you find least rewarding about your science & technology courses at UNI? 
Not enough time to become very proficient with instruments used (such as GPS receivers). 
I still don't understand the importance of Capstone. Why not give graduating seniors or upperclassmen a course that can be used in 
everyday life? I.e. interviewing skills, resume writing, cover letter writing, job hunting, etc. 
Material - not really interested in sciences. 
Lots of memorizing details, but how can that learning apply to life? Wanted to learn basic concepts of world (gravity, human anatomy, 
physics, chemistry) [Ed. note: person took Energy & Life & Astronomy]. 
Taking calculus for some science pre-req's. 
I thought Capstone was a waste of my time. 
It was hard to get into - required class and always filled fast. 
I did have one professor in particular who I did not learn well from - it was likely just an individual issue, but it is worth noting that I 
started the course - dropped before receiving a D or an F, then proceeded to take the course over the summer term with a 
different instructor, learned a huge amount, and received an A - go figure! 
The class was taught in a biased manner 
Having to take them 
Having to repeat information I already know 
Sense of competition amongst some class members. 
The Capstone class was useless. The General Physics I course taught me nothing that I had not already learned in high school. 
I had to take them when it was nothing I needed for my major. 
Capstone- all we did was copy notes off of a transparency and then take a test. 
Question 10: If you could change anything about the General Education science & technology courses, what would it 
be? 
Not have to take as many hours so that we could possibly take another class, i.e. a language. 
Required to take one from life science and one from physical science [Ed. Note: graduated in 1997]. 
We don't have to take them. 
Modify I eliminate capstone requirement! 
Smaller class size. 
Not take them or offer other alternatives that are more challenging yet fit easily into schedules 
Cut out capstone 
Not require Capstone. 
If Capstone fits under this umbrella, if the course is necessary, I believe it should be more standardized across the continuum of 
faculty. The sections varied so greatly that it was almost a completely different course, depending on the professor. 
Make Capstone more available 
Eliminate the Capstone requirement. 
Teachers need more classroom technology education- and exposure to more educational software that applies to their endorsements I 
degree. 
I wanted to get into certain course, but they were always full. Have more general courses, that touch on areas other classes (I desired 
to take) focus on. 
The number of classes for requirement 
Drop Capstone, give students something they can use! 
Question 11: Please add any other comments I observations. 
It is good to provide students a 'well rounded' education including the sciences of biology, chemistry, & physics. However requiring 
students to take a class where instructors merely teach what views THEY find important in order to graduate is not necessary. As 
a female who enjoyed previous science courses, I did not like Capstone. 
It is worth noting that I hold my chemistry and anatomy/physiology education from UNI in high regard - I use that knowledge in my 
career daily and am now employed as a staff dietitian and supervisor of dietetic technicians at MayO Medical Center. I use the 
knowledge I gained daily and proudly state where I received my undergrad education. 
Astronomy w/ Dr.?(female professor) was a great class! 
Liberal Arts Category 3 Review - Student Survey: Comments 
Question 4: Comments Science & Technology courses: 
Great, fun class - but worthless 
Question 5: Comments on Capstone course: 
I like [professor name]. 
I believe that environmental issues are strongly touched upon, and should be, before reaching the University level. I do not feel that 
my personal habits or awareness level changed after this course. 
Question 6: What were your perceptions about science & technology before taking these courses? 
With capstone, I felt I would learn about environmental issues. I hoped I would gain a deeper understanding of existing knowledge. 
Science and technology play in intricate part in our society. Each day new discoveries are made to better our lives and to correct past 
mistakes. 
Environmental. 
I truly hate science, before and after. 
Boring. 
That science was about boring concepts that you had to memorize and that you wouldn't learn anything. 
All science is experiments and boring. 
I liked it and was willing to learn more. 
It was something I didn't know a lot about, but it interested me. 
That these components were all around us, and affects are daily life. 
Question 7: Did your perceptions change after taking these courses? 
I did receive a deeper understanding. However, with capstone everyone comes in with their own ideas of the environment and I've 
seen students who 'don't care' walk away with the same attitude. They needed to be reached earlier in life!! 
Generally I had a very good understanding of what goes on in science and how it relates to our society. 
B/C she pushed about how humans are destroying the earth. 
I really enjoyed my biology class but not capstone as much. 
Because now science is more that. I is an interesting plethora of ideas. 
Not all experiments but still not interesting to me. 
I liked learning about GMOs in capstone. · 
There was still so much more to learn. 
Not really, learned more about nuclear waste tho. 
Question 8: What did you find most rewarding about your science & technology courses at UNI? 
With capstone - the reading material and research for my presentation. Because this topic was already of interest, I enjoyed being 
able to share it with others. 
The smaller classes were rewarding and professors taught you things rather than standing up front talking to you like you're an idiot 
and they are the smartest person alive on a huge ego power trip. 
capstone made me think about how things affect the world more. All of the courses gave me a better understanding of science. 
Nothing. Too much busy work for just 2 credits. 
They reviewed everything from high school. Easy for me. 
capstone. Giving presentations about topics & not having to sit and listen for two hours to a really boring lecture. 
Learned about weather & I thought that was useful and interesting. 
GMOs. 
The relationship between society and technology. 
No a whole lot. A lot of the things that we went over I already knew. I did enjoy the presentations. 
Question 9: What did you find least rewarding about your science & technology courses at UNI? 
Ustening to presentations done by those who obviously didn't care! 
Some of the classes are too large which makes teaching and learning itself hard to do. 
Waste of time. 
Ufe C& C. The fact that we did the same things that I did in high school biology. 
capstone felt like an elementary level course. 
I hated human origins. It was so boring. I seriously took notes with my non-dominant hand so I could stay awake concentrating on 
something . True story. 
The unabashed anger toward large business. 
Most of the class. I found the class uninformative except for the nuclear waste. 
Question 10: If you could change anything about the General Education science & technoloay courses, what would i. 
be? 
I'm not sure I see much value in Capstone. I strongly believe environmental issues MUST be taught, but those who don't use 
environmentally friendly practices now - probably won't as the result of capstone. 
I liked Life: Continuity & Change, but many other people who have taken other life sciences courses hate them. I think they need to 
be much more interesting. 
Just my teacher. 
Either increase content or cut them. I learned very little. 
Make the life science classes more interactive. Find interesting ways to present the material instead of standing up there an lecturing 
which always puts students to sleep! 
Make only one required. 
Less emphasis on presentations in capstone - more learning. 
Have a prerequisite class relating to math we will use in the course. 
I would not require to take capstone. 
Question 11: Please add any other comments I observations. 
Liberal Arts Category 3 Review- CNS Faculty Survey Summary by S. R. Coon 2/27/02 
Total Responses: 20, including 2 from Academic Advising Services staff. 
Since the comments are quite lengthy, I have tried to break down the remarks into some categories. See the 
next pages for verbatim comments. 
Analysis by Question: (The numbers reported may not total up to 19 because some people expressed more than one of the 
opinions listed .) 
1. Is the current structure of Category 3, Natural Science and Technology, effective? Why or why not? 
(Current: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, Capstone) 
Yes: 6 
Yes for Life and Physical, No for Capstone: 3 
No, commented on lack of Technology in category: 3 
Commented on misnaming of category regarding Technology: 1 
Depends of purpose of the category (scientific literacy vs. taking science courses) : 1 
No, should Physical include Astronomy, Elements of Weather and Phys. Geology?: 1 
No, two courses from any two departments would be better: 1 
Commented on Biology overburdened with Life Science credits: 2 
Replied as if the question asked specifically about Capstone: 4 
No response: 1 
2. Should Capstone, as it is currently taught, be the third course in a three course structure? 
Yes: 2 
Yes, if taught by the guidelines I by people who want to I depends on who teaches: 4 
Yes, if the resources were there: 2 
Unsure: 2 
No: 11 
No response: 2 
3. If not, what would you suggest? 
No response because replied Yes to question 2: 3 
Needs more resources: 3 
Another intro course I another gen ed course in sciences: 3 
Allow faculty to set prereqs for own section(s): 1 
Standardize assessment of students more: 1 
Change focus I focus should be broader than science: 6 
Senior seminar in major or college I specific topic seminar: 3 
Work on its reputation : 1 
Mentioned eliminating it entirely, as alternative to other suggestions: 2 
Comments: (Since the questions were linked, each respondent was assigned a letter and their comments are indicated beside their letter. There is 
no order implied by the lettering. The two replies from Academic Advising Services staff members are noted.) 
1. Is the current structure of Category 3, Natural Science and Technology, effective? Why or why not? (Current: Life Sciences, 
Physical Sciences, Capstone) 
A. I think it is important to have both physical science and life science in a liberal arts post-secondary education. And it seems 
logical that something- course, seminar, or?- bring science together with its impact on society and facilitate thought about 
how science and technology play off of each other. This latter may be even more important than understanding specific 
scientific concepts. 
B. Yes, Life Science, Physical Science, and Environmental Literacy are certainly a good distribution. 
C. The first two are pretty good, and if taught right , give people knowledge they ought to have as citizens . The third is highly 
variable, and sometimes of questionable value. 
D. [Acad. Adv.]l am so glad the first two categories were reorganized to insure that students would get a biological and physical 
science to eliminate problems in teacher education later on. Thank you . 
E. I believe the current structure is effective because it covers a broad range of Natural Sciences. The Capstone course is the 
culmination activity. I do question the category Ill heading of Natural Science and Technology. Where are the courses that 
deal with Technology? 
F. I'm sorry to admit I am quite ignorant of the effectiveness of Category 3. For what it may be worth, I have heard no loud 
complaints from either students or faculty. 
G. For what? Student learning? It's like all other courses it depends on the teacher. The teacher makes the course!! Not the 
"structure" 
H. It is NOT effective. Where is the Technology part of this category? 
I. NO. Because it does not contain any Technology-related courses , i.e., the courses that used to be part of it: 330:005, 
330:020, 330:036. Should add at least one (two) IT general courses, e.g. 330:065, The World of Technology. 
J. I believe the answer to this question is that the effectiveness is highly dependent on the section a student enrolls in . Some 
sections do a very good job of challenging the student to assess their personal viewpoints and perspective of the 
interconnectedness of multiple components of culture, biology, technology, the environment, etc. Students in these sections 
are given the opportunity to use their previous university experience and apply them to an area (science, technology, the 
environment) that they are not familiar with . Other sections are less effective at this. 
K. No -I must question the content in the Physical Sciences component. Does Astronomy, Elements of Weather and Physicc: 
Geology adequately serve the purpose of delivering science knowledge? Physics and Chemistry seem more appropriate. 
However- in the end - quality of teaching matters most. We should assure the category has our best effort. 
L. [Acad . Adv.) Yes , the division of science courses into life sciences and physical sciences makes more sense to me than our 
old Sphere 1/ Sphere II structure. 
M. Yes, if taught effectively. That is if the instructor sticks to the course framework as specified in "A Guidebook for Capstone 
Faculty (Aug. 2000)" 
N. Yes, in that students need exposure to both the physical and life sciences- especially in today's society. No with respect to 
Capstone (see below) 
0 . (No response) 
P. Biology is overburdened with life sciences gen ed credits, making it impossible to staff 75% of student credit hours with 
tenured/tenure track faculty . Capstone could be better placed as a bridge between humanities, social science, and science. 
Q. The course is too often used to "describe"?? a philosophy of the instructor and not to teach science. Much of it is a duplication 
of other courses (depending on who's teaching it) . It surely is very different from person to person (section to section). The 
idea that "capstone" would take concepts learned in a Life Science course and those from a physical science course and use 
those for a third course is just not happening. 
R. Technology is not represented . 
S. 1 have no way of measuring "effectiveness" since I'm not sure what that means. (To some students it might be a total waste of 
time .) If the goal is to have students "scientifically literate" (i.e., be able to distinguish reality from perception), the current 
"system" is a failure . If the goal is to have students take a couple of science classes then the structure (2 of the 3) is probably 
OK. Perhaps eliminating the distinction between life and physical sciences may be appropriate. Capstone seems to have 
some problems fitting in . Very few students that I have asked have ever gotten anything out of the course. (Keep in mind I've 
only asked a few.) Capstone does not appear to meet its goal of showing the intimate relationship between environment, 
technology and society. I assume this is because of a lack of communication on CNS's part to orchestrate a homogeneous 
subject approach. 
T. For the students, I think students should have to take a Life Science and a Physical Science, at least, and maybe another 
course (see below) . Capstone is not working as it should. For the departments, Life Science is a lot of burden on one 
department, while Physical Science is too diluted with many different options, and in the student credit hour game, it creates 
lot of "turf' tension. Courses should be placed in a category by their content, not their department number. 
U. Student choice is important. While the spirit of Bio vs. Physical seems good, I would rather see 2 courses lower level with 
these two not being from the same department. Any lower level course should count regardless of major in CNS or NOT. 
2. Should Capstone, as it is currently taught, be the third course in a three course structure? 
A. ? 
B. Yes, but only IF it is taught well by instructors who want to teach it. 
C. NO 
D. I think Capstone is a very important course for students to take. {Ed. Note: Other comments were shifted to the next 
question.} 
E. Yes, it brings all the pieces together. 
F. (No response) 
G. ~{Ed. Note: "as it is currently taught" was circled in the question, and the phrase "depends on who?" was written pointing to 
it. 
H. Yes 
I. (No response) 
J . I believe the current structure and content of capstone is appropriate, however, the resources needed to continue to offer it are 
not there. 
K. NO 
L. No, I don't think that the Capstone course should be the third science course. It should continue to be required of every 
student, including transfer students with M degrees, but I wonder if it shouldn't provide the capstone to the entire liberal arts 
structure, not just to Category Ill. 
M. Yes. 
N. It's not a traditional science course and thus does not belong in this category- it builds on all of the gen ed courses, not just 
the sciences. 
0 . (No response) 
P. No- it does not necessarily belong exclusively to the sciences. 
Q . NO! 
R. I am unsure that this is the best option for students. 
S. As currently taught, I would recommend that Capstone be eliminated from the curriculum. 
T. no 
U. No. What happened to impact of technology on society? It has a large impact and it is not all the environmental issues. Why 
do we need a three course structure? If we do, why not count upper level science courses (i.e., not designated as entry level) 
to count. There are plenty of upper level science courses which address environmental issues. 
Appendix D 
Category III Course Review Forms 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 820:031 Activity- Based Physical Science 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Activity-based introduction to concepts and processes drawn from chemistry, earth science, and 
physics using an inquiry approach for those considering elementary education major. 
CREDIT HOURS: 4 hours 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
There will be a description change in the Fall 2002 catalog. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
The course has recently undergone curricular review to update the content and description. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
Team taught. Double section share lectures, each instructor prepares lectures for 2 units. Both instructors direct 
lab activities for all units. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? 
Lectures with both sections together and hands-on activities for each individual section. Discussion, 
demonstrations & activities (labs) 
What type(s) of student activities are included in the course? 
Lab experiments, materials identification, variety of in-class activities 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Students fill our questions for each activity. There are no essays or term papers. Lab or experiment write-up for 
each activity and other outside of class work. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Activities are evaluated, plus 4 unit tests and final exam, class participation, experiments. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Faculty and administrators indicated the course provides a model for future educators to use in their classrooms. 
Comments: A great deal of hands-on activities; Activity-based .... much more effective than lecture alone; If 
anything, there is too much material for the time. 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
Program funding is a concern. Also, with the approved changes, revising content must be simultaneous as 
activities are updated next fall. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
We need to keep up our standards- It's too easy to give in to students' complaints and expect them to complete 
less work. Science Ed. has done I taught "science on a shoestring" for so long, it has become an expected way of 
life. 
Students are unwilling to devote time to the course. There is a daily activity that must be completed on their 
own time if they are slow, as well as one outside activity I week. That's the nature of the course. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 820:032 Activity-Based Life Science 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Activity-based approach to studying the living world for those considering an elementary 
education major. Focuses on the diversity of life and ecosystems utilizing Inquiry-oriented teaching. 
CREDIT HOURS: 4 hours 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III, a) Life Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, Identify needed changes. 
The course is being updated to reflect changes in content & focus. The course has a new title & description 
effective Fall 2002. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
The course has recently undergone curricular review to update the content and description. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
The department head is the lead instructor and assures continuity between sections. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Comments on instructional methods: Guided inquiry. Integrated lecture lab. We try to do an inquiry approach, 
so labs are not verification, nor cookbook I recipe labs. We try to model teaching strategies we'd like to see 
these future elementary teachers use: groups (collaborative or true cooperative), questioning, the use of science 
process skills, graphic organizers, etc.; Inquiry-oriented activities open each class and are followed by instructor 
facilitated delivery of content 
Comments on activities include: Investigations -long term, short term; facilitated discussion, jigsaw and other 
cooperative learning strategies; Some activities are mostly descriptive, observation, some are more active in 
involving, questioning, and thinking. A few demonstrations are used [in the classroom]. But we tend to spend 
more that V2 of the double class period on lab with discussion/lecture reduced in amount. 
Experiments, investigations, games, artistic projects, field trips, videos & discussions, cooperative 1 group 
learning, blending of activity directly into content coverage. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
There are a variety of opportunities including: Investigation reports; "Extended inquiry" reports; all use writing in 
different forms of assessment; 50% of their grade is based on weekly writing assignments, a huge course 
portfolio, and a term paper. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Responses included: formatively: Probes, prompts, pre and post assessments, peer review, informal and 
anecdotal monitoring. Summatively: Investigative reports, extended inquiry analyses; a) Weekly assessments, 
could be short papers, paragraphs, concept maps, b) units- exams, range from mostly multiple choice w/some 
short answer/essay to the reverse of this to some performance assessments, c) final exam- some give a test, 
others a performance project. 
2 multiple choice midterm exams w/ 100 conceptual questions, 1 comprehensive final exam, portfolio, writing of 
weekly projects & term paper. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Statements from faculty and the administrator on strengths included: develops critical thinkers, science 
reasoners. Also instills life-long learning interactions by being engaging, relevant, interesting; Integrated 
lecture/lab - don't have a clock on the time spent doing either. If lab is going slow you just move to lecture 
later. We tend to base course content on what the Nat'l Sci Ed. Standards say re: elem science concepts; The 
focus for future elementary educators. Content is chosen to cover the K-8 objectives of the National Science 
Education standards & pedagogy models the reforms suggested in those NSES teaching standards 
Reported weaknesses: The targets in "7" have not been achieved for each and every enrollee yet; Getting to 
where we can have a common (generally speaking) syllabus; Not being able to offer more sections of this 
course; We have only enough microscopes etc for [30 per lab] and budget restrictions on consumables (sciencf 
ed is quite budgetarily limited!); Not enough sections are offered the chance to take it. 
9. What, if any, changes need to be made to insure the Integrity of this offering? 
There are concerns regarding the number of sections and funding for laboratory equipment. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/ or dean concerns or comments. 
This course could be a model for other schools if we could produce a handbook to be published as a curricular 
guide. 
The budget needs to enlarge just a tad. And, of course, enrollment #s need to be maintained at <=30. 
Only to find a good text. I have tried 5 different ones and can't find a perfect one. This Is a super class and a 
joy to teach! 
Need more sections and the course to be designed specific to elementary ed. majors. 
"Science on a shoestring" has been our modus operandi seemingly forever (at least 20 years). It is more crucial 
in this course where so called "consumable" materials are used. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 820:140 Environment, Technology & Society 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Emphasis on relationships and interactions of physical, biological, technological, and cultural 
components of environment. Study of selected interdisciplinary problems. Elaborates on student's previous university 
experience and develops environmental literacy. 
CREDIT HOURS: 2 hours 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: c) Capstone 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it Is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
The catalog description accurately reflects the course as it is currently taught. There is variability among sections 
in the extent to which they emphasize science, interdisciplinary approaches, and environmental literacy, but taken 
as a whole, a preponderance of sections are consistent with the catalog description. 
Each semester, 28-36 sections of Environment, Technology and Society are taught by tenure-track professors 
and adjunct instructors from the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, Industrial Technology and 
Physics. On occasion instructors and faculty members from Geography, Theater, English, Philosophy and Religion 
and the Iowa Waste Reduction Center have taught sections. Most sections of this two-credit-hour class meet 
weekly for two hours, and class size is usually around 35 students to allow in-depth discussions. Limited to 
Juniors and Seniors, this course is designed to encourage advanced students to integrate and synthesize their 
previous educational experience. 
Instructors choose for their own sections the content material to be covered, the format of the classroom 
activities, and the required readings and texts. To determine to what extent the catalog description reflects the 
course as it is currently delivered, and to assess variability across sections, we examined syllabi from 23 
instructors of Environment, Technology and Society during the Spring, Summer and Fall, 2001 semesters. Most 
(n = 14) instructors covered 4-7 main topics during a semester, while a few covered more numerous topics. Two 
instructors developed only one topic or theme. Nineteen different required books were used, including two 
Environmental Science textbooks and five Environmental Studies (multidisciplinary) books. However, most (n = 
11) of the books chosen were not traditional, multi-topic Environmental Science textbooks, instead focusing on a 
single topic or theme. 
We determined whether a course was designed to develop environmental literacy on the basis of statements 
made about environmental literacy in the syllabus, the range of topics covered in the course or the texts used. 
Seventeen instructors taught courses designed to develop environmental literacy. The courses of three 
instructors did not appear to develop environmental literacy; they were either too narrowly focused on one Issue 
or had a non-environmental focus. Three syllabi contained insufficient evidence to assess whether the courses 
were designed to develop environmental literacy. 
According to the 1986 revision of the General Education Program "the multidisciplinary capstone course will 
require students to think objectively about issues at a level where they must integrate scientific knowledge, 
economic and political realities, historical experiences, and moral, philosophical and aesthetic values". The syllabi 
of 14 out of 23 instructors described course goals consistent with the integrative approach described above. 
Eight syllabi indicated no such goals to integrate knowledge from diverse fields of study. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
Using the previous narrative on the analysis of syllabi, there are a few sections that do not emphasize 
environmental literacy. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
A capstone Coordinating Committee, composed of seven members from three colleges oversees capstone. The 
committee has monitored course content and format by collecting syllabi. When problems arise, the capstone 
Coordinator communicates this to the appropriate department head. More effective efforts have brought 
instructors together to discuss teaching goals and methods during a Summer Institute offered by the Center for 
the Enhancement of Teaching. A capstone manual contains sample syllabi and a list of suitable books and 
article. Increasing communication among instructors is probably the best way to insure comparability across 
sections. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
The syllabi of 19 instructors indicated class discussion and student participation were primary instructional 
methods. Four syllabi gave no indication of what role discussion played in the class. One of these sections is 
primarily lecture-based. Almost all instructors (n = 20) require students to do a presentation to the class, usually 
as part of a group. Some sections have students do experiential projects outside of class. Most instructors (n = 
17) have students write papers reacting to issues or readings. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Out of 23 instructors, 17 required students to write papers. The types of papers included one-page summaries of 
readings, reaction papers of 2-3 pages and term papers. One instructor requires a journal. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
The most common means to assess students' achievement included student presentations (required by 20 
instructors), written papers (17 instructors) and exams (8 instructors). All but one instructor used two or more of 
the above means. From the survey information: participation in class, attendance, project outlines, and oral 
reports. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
From the faculty surveys: Strengths: discussion and student participation; taking students out of their comfort 
zone; the topic is timely and germane to what might be expected in a college-educated individual; it can be an 
enlightening experience if done well; changes peoples lives. Weaknesses: Student perceptions are negative 
before taking the course; inequality between the various sections; discussion is not easy to initiate; doesn't 
change anything. 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
The content and model for the course must be discussed by CNS faculty. Resources to continue offering small 
sections are also a concern. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
See Appendix C for alumni, faculty, & department head comments as well as section fin the review document. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 840:012 Life: The Natural World 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Energy studied as driving force for both living and non-living processes on earth. Emphasis on 
energy flow within the ecosystem including its capture in photosynthesis, its drive of biogeochemical cycling and cellular 
metabolism. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hours 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: a) Life Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course, as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
The course syllabi are consistent with the catalog description, but depending on the interests of the instructor, 
may spend little of no time on certain parts of the description. For example, some of the offerings are heavily 
ecology-based, others spend more time on cellular processes, etc. However, this does not appear to be a 
problem. 
Suggested consideration of a broader description to include, "Different aspects of energy flow with be discussed, 
e.g., within an ecosystem, biogeochemical cycling, cellular metabolism, photosynthesis." 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
No. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
None. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
New instructors mentored by old, syllabus given to new, notes shared. New faculty are told that they need to 
adhere to the spirit of the original syllabus. 
Instructors talk to each other, but do not expect to give identical material. Each instructor brings their own 
perspective to their sections. 
At the lab level, many sections taught. At the lecture level, much freedom exercised as to approach although 
basic themes are consistent. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Lecture, overheads, interactive videodisc, limited demonstrations, film, class discussion. 
There are a wide variety of activities, depending on the instructor. One indicated few activities were offered due 
to the large class size and limited resources. others indicated the following examples: classroom 
demonstrations, visuals (mostly overheads, but soon to change to PowerPoint), small experiments, videos, 
interactive greenhouse tours, feedback on the web, DNA extraction pertaining to information commonalities 
across all tropic levels & life forms, experiments, analysis of provided data, case studies. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
The majority of the instructors indicated limited writing opportunities due to the large class sections. The 
examples included: short written assignments, short answer items on exams 
two descriptions of primary producers (plants), short answer items on exams. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Exams, quizzes and short assignments are used to assess achievement. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Faculty and administration stress the importance of the material covered in the course. Statements included: 
valuable for students to know; broad view of life and its interrelationships with other organisms and the physical 
environment; Coverage of material important to students lives, but largely not known to them; course conveys 
the basics of biology from an energy-biology standpoint. Plants are emphasized -at the bottom of the energy 
food chain & connections of plants to people; places student in milieu of nat[ural] world to identify their 
interrelations, range of options & consequence of choices; its strength as an offering is probably faculty freedom 
to use their experience to teach it as they see fit. 
As noted previously, large class sections are a concern. Responses included: the class size should be much 
smaller to facilitate student discussion; size - a lecture class this big is incompatible with student 
attitudes/expectations and limited to what we can do. 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
Resources to add faculty to make the class sections smaller. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
The following comments were submitted: faculty interest must be high to carry interest of students in such large, 
diverse settings. 
Need additional faculty or adjuncts. 
We cannot seem to break through the pre-conceived notion that science is boring or difficult for many. Extreme 
range of student abilities and inter~sts. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 840:013 Life: The Natural World - Lab 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Activities illustrating basic life science concepts regarding energy flow within ecosystems, 
biodiversity, and their interrelationships with human activities. 
CREDIT HOURS: 1 hour 
liBERAL ARTS CATEGORY III: a) Life Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
The course syllabi are consistent with the catalog description. 
No. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
There is a lab coordinator. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Examples of instructional method included: Hands-on investigations and simulations; exploratory experiments; 
hands-on activities with introduction and background information provided by the instructor. 
Descriptions of activities included: Experiments: DNA, soil, biodiversity, water relations, environmental toxins, 
photosynthesis; Students explore the genetic diversity within species by extracting and analyzing their own DNA; 
A game simulates the process of decision making involved in protecting biodiversity through the creation of 
preserves. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
There were a variety of writing opportunities consistent with a science lab course: lab reports; Tests are V2 essay. 
Lab book requires short (very) essays; There are numerous 'questions for thought' throughout the course 
materials. Whether or not the students use these as writing opportunities is left to their discretion. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Examples from faculty included: Weekly assignments & lab exams; Tests designed to assess understanding of 
lab techniques and principles illustrated; short quizzes & hour long essay exams. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Reported strengths: experiential learning; very hands-on; basic concepts are presented in an active and, 
hopefully, enjoyable way. 
Weaknesses included: low funding; Class size could be smaller, 30 students is too big for any lab situation; Labs a 
bit short, but for 1-credit cannot be expanded; Class size- a little smaller would be better (20 students). 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
There are concerns regarding the large size of lab sections for this course due to high demand. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
We are in the process of rewriting the lab manual in the hopes of including more active, engaging, and relevant 
material. 
Need more faculty or adjuncts, but we are close. 
The lab is being revised and alpha tested this semester. Will have more problem solving and inquiry. 
Sometimes, the students are working so hard to learn a technique that they lose sight of the basic concepts 
underlying the lab exercise. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 840:014 Life: Continuity & Change 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Introduction to contemporary topics in biology. Emphasis on study of gene structure and function 
and applications of biology to human concerns. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hours 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: a) Life Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
All of the syllabi emphasize the catalog description, i.e., they all emphasize genetics, contemporary topics and 
human concerns. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified asse,ssment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
Continuity is assured through the sharing of ideas & new materials among instructors. New faculty mentored by 
existing faculty. Notes are made available, syllabi shared. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type{s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
The instructional methods include: Lecture, film, in-class discussion, in-class assignments; Lecture- using many 
types of resources such as: slides, video clips, overheads, current events; Problem solving exercises completed in 
class, polls of position on contemporary genetics issues. 
Student activities reported by faculty: written in-class assignments, examples, responses to films; Minute paper at 
the end of each class on which students are given an opportunity to ask questions and are also asked to respond 
to the "Question of the Day"; Murder mystery, blood typing, trial w/jury, Tay Sachs group projects; I run a few 
hands-on activities, but not much really happens in a big lecture hall. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Faculty reported: Students write weekly in-class assignments, which range from a few sentences to a page· or 
more in length; Five article reviews of the popular press on a topic that directly related to topic being covered In 
the unit; in class assignments, film critiques; 50% of the grade is based on student writing. They produce 10 1-
page typed (single spaced) essays and have 15-20 in class handwritten informal spontaneous written pieces. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Student assessment included exams, assignments, article reviews, homework. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Strengths of the course: Includes topics of interest to students- biotechnology (cloning, gene therapy); I know 
the subject matter very well, I find it to be fascinating, and I love teaching it!; Relevance to student lives; 
prepares them for medical & social issue they will face. Provides scientific literacy the will need as voting public; 
The relevance that they see in the content- especially the unit on human reproduction (sex). 
Weaknesses: Size- anywhere from 75-150 students is way too many for effective discussion, interaction 
Until this semester, classes were about 170 students! This semester I only have 73. That is much better; That 
instructors do not teach their own students in the lab sections. 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
The large size of class sections is a concern expressed by the administrator and faculty. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
This is an excellent course that exemplifies the goals of Gen Ed. 
This is a great course because people have the freedom to choose their own text and select content they can 
present well. Instructors really seem to care about giving the students a good GenEd class and we are proud of 
what we deliver. 
Need additional faculty to cover demand. 
Students complain about some TA's in labs and we do not get the chance to know the students. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 840:015 Life: Continuity & Change - lab 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Process of science and application of biology to human concerns stressed through student 
activities involving basic life science concepts encompassing cell structure and function, human genetics, and disease 
transmission. Emphasis on assisting students in understanding role of biology in our present society. 
CREDIT HOURS: 1 hour 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: a) Life Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
The course syllabi are consistent with the catalog description. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we 
can only make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of 
the General Education program. · 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
There is a designated coordinator who trains staff, goes over labs weekly, handles complaints, writes quizzes, etc. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
This is a laboratory course: experiments and other student activities relevant to the course such as murder 
mystery, typhoid Mary spread of disease, blood typing. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Weekly lab report & homework 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Graded papers, exams. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Comments were: Extremely relevant. Students & faculty enjoy the lab, have fun while learning 
No weaknesses. Sometimes when we have to use grad students the quality of all sections not equal 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
Need more personnel to teach lab sections to meet demand. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
None. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 860:010 Principles of Chemistry 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Basic concepts of chemistry, the periodic table and its relation to atomic structure and chemical 
properties. How the understanding of changes in matter and energy is important in both living and non-living systems. 
Work of the chemist and the interactions of chemistry with other activities of humankind. 
CREDIT HouRS: Discussion, 3 periods; lab, 2 periods. 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
The catalog description adequately reflects the content of the course as it is currently delivered. Although there 
is variability among instructors in the order of topics presented and/or textbook used, the same core of topics are 
covered. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
The changes in the course over time have been in the textbook used and the order of presentation of topics, but 
the essential material covered has remained the same. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so~ identify the changes. 
Some change in emphasis has been made to strengthen the students' awareness of chemistry's relevance to their 
life. This has primarily been done through the use of a textbook (Chemistry in Context: Applying Chemistry to 
Society, published by the American Chemical Society) that approaches the material in a topic-driven format (e.g. 
atmospheric chemistry) and introduces the fundamental chemical concepts needed to address the topic. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
Coordination is accomplished by internal discussions between the various instructors. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Instructional methods: Lecture, laboratory, group projects, demonstrations. Some use of web sites is being 
introduced. CD ROM based demonstrations & examples are also being used. In-class group projects are used to 
develop better understanding of key concepts. . 
Activities include: Identification of various polymers, energy content of various fuels, chemical & physical 
properties of various metals & important non-metals, major components of air & significant minor components; 
Brief student presentations reviewing results of www-based "research" projects, demonstrations of various 
chemical & physical properties, e.g.: effect of acidity on proteins, generation of pollutants (air), purification of 
water, composition of air; About 12 labs are completed that relate to the chapters covered in class 
measurements, physical chemical changes, energy changes ... Demonstrations 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Faculty reported: Students work in groups of 3-4 to research a specific "issue" relating chemistry to the 
environment, life issues or another area relevant to the students. After visiting appropriate web sites that contain 
actual data regarding these issues, students prepare a report of their findings. Two such projects are completed 
during the course. Students write up their results as a lab report with key components of such reports included; 
Some short essays on tests, homework, and lab summaries 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
There were a variety of methods including: unit & comprehensive final exams, periodic quizzes & graded in-class 
projects, written group projects, brief student presentations. For sections with laboratories - final lab exam and 
graded lab reports; Homework, labs, and tests 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Strengths reported included: This course provides students with a good general introduction to chemical 
concepts. It provides opportunities to relate this "basic" knowledge back to real world experiences & products. 
Students appreciate the connections to their lives; Give hands-on experience with equipment and chemicals. 
Relates chemistry to everyday experiences instead of just concepts presented and not linked together. 
Weaknesses: Sections w/o labs miss out on a significant learning opportunity. 
9. What, if any, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
None. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
The general course is a good one. Alternating the emphasis of the course between sections may be helpful. For 
example, during the fall focus on environmental aspects & then during the spring focus on life science aspects. 
This would probably require a subtitle for the course & perhaps new course numbers. 
Keeping the non-lab class taught differently with a different book is beneficial as some students don't like lab bl 
still benefit from the demonstrations that illustrate concepts taught. Presenting concepts on the level of student 
understanding through an ecological or biological approach keeps students interested and causes a beak of 
interest in some students to take more chemistry and/or biology courses. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 870:010 Astronomy 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Introduction to Universe, solar system, stars, and galaxies, Including apparent motions of bodies 
in the sky; development of astronomy and its impact on humankind. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 - 4 hours 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? 
Are changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
Fits the catalog description. No changes needed 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
None. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
The 2 instructors meet and regularly discuss the course, its content, lab activities, textbooks, etc. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Lecture format. Lab is also available ( 4 credit hours) 
Activities ranging from naked eye observations to use of computer programs to show simulations. 
Demonstrations, homework are regular parts of lecture. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Homework and lab write-ups are included. Reports on visits to the observatory are also an optional activity. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Tests, homework, labs, quizzes, reports. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Strengths: The topic, the amazing instructors ©, the inclusion of many visual images, hands-on opportunities 
(for those in lab). 
Weaknesses: The change in information on relatively short time scales- too many major new discoveries make 
course notes/books obsolete quickly. The students would complain about the math also, but when don't they? 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
None. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
We are doing the best we can with the resources we have- we are fulfilling our commitment to this component 
of the Gen. Ed. Program. 
More web space to accommodate course material. Currently my course resides on CNS server and takes up 
115MB. Not a lot of room for expansion there. The road to Hillside should also be better maintained to allow 
easier student access. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 870:021 Elements of Weather 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Meteorological elements and their applications to environment; interpretation of weather map' 
and weather data; forecasting and briefing on daily weather. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hours 
liBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
The course at it is currently delivered fits well within the catalog description. No change needed at this time. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
Instructors discuss the course regularly. They use the same textbook and, thus, cover roughly the same topics. 
They all also use lecturing as out primary instructional method and give tests and homework. However, each 
instructor writes their own notes/exams/homework/activities and assigns their own weight to each in terms of 
grading. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? 
Lecture, homework, exams, web-based activities, in-class small group activities, educational I instructional videos. 
What type(s) of student activities are included in the course? 
Demonstrations, in-class small group activities, class polling. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Short answer questions on homework/exams/in-class assignments, extra credit papers. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Course grade is based on student progress toward course goals. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Strength: Subject matter is applicable to every day life. 
Weakness: Class size is too large for much one-on-one interaction. 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
Not necessarily a change, but making sure class size does not increase. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
None. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 870:031 Physical Geology 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Introduction to physical environment, emphasizing materials of the Earth and processes that lead 
to changes within and on the Earth. Lab emphasis: rocks and minerals, geologic processes, and landscape development. 
CREDIT HOURS: 4 hours 
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
Fits the catalog description. No change needed. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
None. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
Discussion among instructors - each instructor is responsible for his own sections. 
All instructors use same text and same lab manual -the latter was developed at UNI. 
The instructors keep in touch - we tend to use the same texts and the labs are coordinated by physical layout of 
materials. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? 
Faculty reported: Lecture- 3 periods a week, Lab- 1 2 hr. period a week; Traditional lectures and "hands-on" 
lab exercises; 3 hrs I wk lecture, 2 hrs I wk hands-on work with rocks, minerals, maps, and geological exercises. 
6. What type(s) of student activities are included in the course? 
Rock & mineral observation, experimentation, identification, topographic map construction, reading, and 
interpretation, seismic chart interpretation, graphing - plotting variables; making inferences, drawing conclusions, 
data gathering and making conclusions; Linear curve vs. exponential curve demonstration, hydrogeology 
demonstration, campus well demonstration and data gathering, GIS campus activity; Identification of minerals & 
rocks, seismic interpretation, interpretation of various types of maps; The lab does not emphasize "experiments" 
but is related to the learning of skills used in identification and problem solving. Lectures include my [waning] 
around rocks and minerals, meter sticks, dancing on the table with a slinky, etc. 
7. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
There were a variety of responses: Short answers and essay questions on lecture tests, responses to lab 
questions, summary reports of lecture (guest lecture) presentations; Students in my sections have the option to 
attend weekly seminars and write a won-page summary for bonus credit. Approx. SO% take advantage of this 
opportunity; Not much writing opportunity in this course. 
8. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Homework, quizzes, tests, student assessments; Lecture & lab exams, lab exercise scores; Multiple-choice exams 
that explore understanding of material; Rock & min ID test, Lab final emphasizing solving geological problems. · 
9. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Comments on strengths: Most labs are collaborative activities, broad overview of the discipline - emphasis on 
awareness and students' connections with the physical environment; Very rigorous survey of the essentials of 
physical geology wllab exercises customized for UNI resources; A good solid introduction to the science of 
geology. 
Comments on weaknesses: Not enough time to investigate all aspects of physical geology. Unable to take the 
class on a field trip to observe and study first-hand geological features & processes; e.g. volcanoes, glaciers, 
ocean, mountains, etc.; Lab class size is at the upper limit; From a Liberal Arts requirement point of view, too 
little emphasis upon the overall nature of science- although I try. 
10. What, if any, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
None. 
11. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
It would be great if we had $$ to take all students on a weekend field trip to observe and study various 
geological features- but this is not possible. We do our best with the resources we have. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 880:011 Conceptual Physics 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Energy; temperature and heat; waves and sound; electricity and magnetism; light and color; 
atomic and nuclear structure of matter. Emphasis on observation, interpretation, and conceptual understanding of 
physical phenomena. 
CREDIT HouRs: Discussion 3 periods; Jab, 2 periods. 
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
As gathered from recent syllabi (Spring 2001, Fall 2001), the course as it is currently being delivered accurately 
mirrors the catalog description. Topics ranging from motion to nuclear structure and relativity are covered. The 
concept of motion is not specifically mentioned in the catalog description. However, motion is almost always the 
first major topic that is covered, and is usually used as a vehicle for the introduction of the concept of energy. 
Hence, if motion were explicitly included in the catalog description, it would become an even better 
representation of current practice in the course. 
No changes needed. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
There is excellent correspondence between the course outline and the course content approved by the General 
Education Committee. All the approved topics are currently being covered. No significant changes in content have 
been made. 
No. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
No significant changes in the relative emphasis of content areas have been made. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
One large lecture, individual labs. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Faculty reported: Lecture with demonstrations, laboratory activities; Velocity graphs from student movements, 
speed of sound, polarization, interference & color of light; Freefall demo- shoot the monkey- a great favorite! 
Inertia - throwing raw eggs at a sheet. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Students answer questions in the laboratory activity, some instructors may require a project of essay I term 
paper. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Unit tests and evaluation of Jab activities, homework. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Strengths: The Jab activities really bring home the concepts discussed in class. 
No weaknesses. 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the Integrity of this offering? 
No changes needed. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
Students often avoid this course because of the lab, but after taking it, they usually comment the labs were the 
best part! How can you change attitudes developed in elementary, JH, & HS??? 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 880:012 Physics in Everyday Life 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Basic laws and concepts of physics introduced and demonstrated through operation of everyday 
devices and systems. Emphasis on understanding physical principles behind working of modern technologies and interplay 
between science and technology. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hours 
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
An examination of recent syllabi (Spring 2001, Fall 2001), shows that the course as it is currently being delivered 
is in precise conformity with the catalog description. (Note: the current textbook is entitled "How Things Work: 
The Physics of Everyday Life. Sections in the textbook have titles such as "Skating," "Xerographic Copiers," and 
"Medical Imaging.") The enrollment in the course has grown substantially over the past few years, which is one 
indicator of the success of the course in meeting its objectives. No changes in the catalog description or the 
course content seem to be necessary at this point in time. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
There is very close correspondence between the current course outline and the course content approved by the 
General Education Committee. No changes have been made. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
In the current course, Physics in Everyday Life, no significant changes in the relative emphasis of content areas 
have been made. It is worthwhile to note that Physics in Everyday Life is a replacement for the former 880:012 
Elements of Physics course. This replacement occurred shortly after the last Category III review. Elements of 
Physics was a course similar in content to 880:011 Conceptual Physics, but without a laboratory component. The 
absence of the laboratory component was detrimental to the effectiveness of the course. Therefore, the course 
was redesigned with the current emphasis on the physics of everyday devices and systems. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
N/A 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities . 
are included in the course? 
Lecture with demonstrations, lab activities. Demos of every day machines, how physics applies 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Homework, written exams 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Homework and exam scores 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Can turn students on to physics and science 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
None · 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 970:026 Physical Geography 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Explanation of patterns of solar energy receipt, atmospheric pressure, winds, and precipitation 
around the Earth. Emphasis on how solar energy, water, and crustal movements interact to determine characteristics of 
natural environments on Earth. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hours 
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: b) Physical Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are 
changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
The syllabi indicate the course is consistent with the catalog description. 
No. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
Faculty reported that there is more emphasis on landforms & their development. . 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
Lab manual simulations - custom manual authored by 2 instructors. Discussions between instructors. 
Differences exist between sections, but not considered a problem; Multiple sections taught as 1-2 lectures with 
each section a separate lab class. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Methods: Lecture with PowerPoint, homework, class question-answer sessions, labs (for 4 cr. version), use of 
graphics & slides in class; Lab exercises inside as well as several outdoor (e.g. stream gauging, temperature 
measurements, etc.); Question - answer sessions, discussions; 2-hr laboratory & field exercises. Quick 
demonstration of physical processes. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Faculty reported: Approximately 12 homework assignments each semester in addition to labs. Includes writing 
summaries of journal articles. Students also work on problem sets and write 1 page descriptions of certain 
phenomena (e.g. seasons). 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Faculty reported: Multiple choice exams, problem sets (niath), lab reports; 4 lecture sessions, 12 lab exercises, 
21ab exams. 
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Strengths: Ability to combine lab exercises with lecture 
Weaknesses: Lab facilities extremely limited. Fieldtrips not possible. 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
Concerns were expressed by faculty that included the need for more funding, but no details. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 990:010 Human Origins 
'-- CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Introduction to physical and prehistoric development of humankind, including primate and 
human evolution, modern races, and the archaeological cultures of the world. 
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hours 
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY III: a) Life Sciences 
1. To what degree does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? 
Are changes in the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes. 
2. To what degree does the current course outline correspond to the course content as approved by 
the General Education Committee? Have changes been made? If so, identify the changes. 
As there are no approved course content documents to contrast the current course outline with, we can only 
make a qualified assessment. The course is consistent with the natural science component of the General 
Education program. 
3. Have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been made? If so, identify the changes. 
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability across sections assessed and insured? 
The 3 anthropologists who teach this course work together to coordinate schedules and agree on core content 
although different pedagogical techniques are used. 
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student activities 
are included in the course? 
Instructional methods include lectures, slides, handouts, discussions, and films. 
Student activities included showing models of skulls & artifacts but the faculty member noted that the material 
does not really lend itself to demonstrations & experiments. 
6. What writing opportunities are there within the course? 
Essays on exams. 
7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed? 
Quizzes/ exams/ discussions. 
B. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major weaknesses? 
Strengths: Interesting subject, challenging material 
Weaknesses: resource concerns 
9. What, if an, changes need to be made to insure the integrity of this offering? 
None. 
10. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments. 
Now, three of us teach sections of this class- one biological, anthropologist, & two archaeologists. All of us give 
a slightly different focus to the class - which give UNI students some choice depending on whether they are 
most interested in the bio-anth components or the archaeo components. 
Introduction: 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE BIRTH OF CAPSTONE 
Lynn A. Brant 
July 2002 
The required course at the University of Northern Iowa, "Environment, Technology, and 
Society", generally known simply as "Capstone" has had a rather mixed degree of success. 
Some students and some instructors have liked the course while others vilify the experience. 
Part of the problem since the course was fully implemented in 1990 has been the lack of a 
coordinated, cadre of instructors who understand the intent of the course and who are 
committed to its goals. There continues to be confusion about the original intent of the 
course. Some faculty have been brought to the course against their will and others have 
displayed disinterest ranging from apathy to hostility, while some faculty and administrators 
have used the course to further their own self-interests. This short piece cannot address all 
these ills but it can help clarify lingering confusion centered about the original intent of 
Capstone. 
The absence of a clear understanding of the history of Capstone has given rise to several 
persistent myths including the belief that Capstone was intended to be a science course, that 
Capstone was intended to be an environmental science course, and that Capstone was 
intended to be a capstone experience in the sciences. Capstone was not intended to be any of 
these things, as I shall try to show in this brief history of its birth. I was present at the 
event, but I shall rely as much as possible upon papers that document the evolution from 
conception to full life. History is important, and if we are to assess and modify Capstone 
intelligently, we must take its history seriously. 
The conception 
In 1984 the General Education Program was a vast array of disparate courses in 12 poorly-
defmed categories. Category 8 was a hodge-podge of technology and current issue courses 
placed together without any obvious unifying theme under the title of "Environment, 
Technology, and the Future." There was not much in this category to suggest environmental 
literacy, however one may wish to defme the term. Several of us recognized the lack of an 
integrating environmental (in the broadest sense) general education experience. 
Marian Krogmann from Political Science, Ben Clausen from Biology, Verner Jensen from 
Physics, and I from Earth Science applied for and were awarded a mini-grant from the 
Provost's Office to develop a general education course to promote environmental literacy. 
Our fmal report (1) on this effort, written in July 1984, described environmental literacy as 
1 
"the knowledge and appreciation of the connections which exist between the natural and 
human worlds, the connectedness of all academic disciplines, and that our actions, both 
individually and as a society, affect all parts of our environment in unexpected ways far into 
the future." "The environment," we said, "includes all surrounding things, conditions, and 
influences: including economic, political, social, artistic, religious, biological, and physical 
components." It is important here to note that the word "environment" connotes far more 
than merely the biological or the physical/biological meaning the word sometimes carries. 
The political, the economic, the social, the artistic, and the religious are all specifically 
mentioned. The human environment is more than air, water, mineral resources, and pretty 
feathered and furry things around us. The concept of environmental literacy as proposed in 
our report had the potential to unify the total undergraduate general education experience of 
the UNI students. But as often happens to reports of this kind, ours went quietly to sleep on 
some shelf - for a while at least. 
I followed Bob Ward (Department of Physics) as the College of Natural Sciences (CNS) 
representative on the University General Education Committee in January 1985, just as the 
Committee was beginning to redesign the General Education Program. The process used to 
develop a new General Education Program involved all parts of the University, and many 
faculty had input to the process by way of various committees and subcommittees. There 
were many meetings of the Gen Ed Committee, between the Gen Ed Committee and college 
committees, between the Gen Ed Committee and the administration, and so forth. Each 
college had a committee and each department had a faculty member as a liaison, and they all 
worked to develop the new Program. In addition, other ad hoc committees were appointed 
for specific tasks. During this time a rough allocation of credit hours for each broad area of 
education was debated. The idea of a capstone experience bringing a degree of 
environmental literacy to the curriculum was forwarded by Marian Krogmann (who was then 
the Senate Liaison on the General Education Committee) and myself. We suggested our 
1984 mini-grant proposal as a model for this capstone course. The inclusion of such a 
capstone, though, was not immediately agreed upon. 
In September, 1985, the General Education Committee proposed a new program (2) 
consisting of 45 hours divided among five "major areas of knowledge and experience." One 
of these "areas" was "Natural Science" allocated to nine hours. The science courses in this 
"area" include six "concepts" that describe what science is. Technology is not mentioned, 
and there is no mention of economic, political, social, ethical, or philosophical connections 
between science and other areas of human life. Concept #6 does refer to "science not being 
conducted in a vacuum" and "societies largely governed by non-scientific influences." It 
concludes by stating, "The scientific enterprise is intimately connected to all other human 
activities." Other than this intimation that a non-scientific world exists, the six "concepts" 
are internal to science. There is no mention in this first proposal of any course or part of the 
General Education Program resembling Capstone in any form. 
2 
Meetings among the various committees across campus led to a set of program alternatives 
by 16 January 1986. Alternative 1 consists of a total of 49 hours, eight of which are in a 
category III, "Natural Sciences and Technology", and three in category VII, "General 
Education Capstone Seminar." Alternatives 2A and 2B each consists of a total of 45 hours; 
nine hours in "Natural Sciences and Technology" and none in the "Capstone Seminar." The 
General Education Committee promulgated "General Education Revised Proposal" dated 23 
January 1986 (3). This six-page description of the philosophy and rationale for a seven-
category program includes one entire single-spaced page devoted to "Capstone General 
Education Course" as an entity distinct from the "Natural Science and Technology" category . 
The "Revised Proposal" is a refinement of the original. Its philosophy statement is clearer 
and technology is now considered. There are still six items of content specified for the 
"Natural Science Component" but they are worded somewhat differently and one of the 
original is replaced by one dealing with technology. The 5th item is the one that says 
science is not conducted in a vacuum. In the discussion of the importance of science and 
technology, the "Revised Proposal" mentions that "issues of great political, social, and 
religious significance have arisen from the scientific endeavor." But the description is one 
mostly internal to science and not adopting a view from outside of what science does. 
Capstone, however, is described quite differently. 
The description of capstone in the "Revised Proposal" begins, "The multidisciplinary 
capstone course will require students to think about issues at a level where they must 
integrate scientific knowledge, economic and political realities, historical experiences, and 
moral, philosophical, and aesthetic values . " Four objectives are described, including 
"emphasize the complexity and connectedness of the natural and social components of our 
environment" and "develop an appreciation of the value of all academic disciplines in 
intelligent and informed decisions in our changing world." This document describes the 
capstone course as "university-wide" with "many sections taught by individuals from relevant 
disciplines" of which particular mention is made of "natural scientists, social scientists, 
historians, philosophers, or others." The course was envisioned in enough detail to include a 
prescription for sections to be "small enough to allow lively discussion among students and to 
make possible the assignment of papers." The instructor's role is described as "more of a 
facilitator than a lecturer." Capstone is described as a senior year course with a prerequisite 
of 75 completed hours. 
This "Revised Proposal" was debated and acted upon in a meeting of the UNI faculty in 
February 1986 in which a 47-hour program was adopted. The faculty approved a capstone 
experience but it was a homeless course. The course was not originally part of the natural 
science and technology category, but it was placed in that category so it would have a 
conduit for curriculum development and administration. This was a decision made out of the 
necessity for practical administration of managing resources and authority . For instance, 
every course in the new General Education Program would need to pass through the 
University curriculum process, beginning at the college level. Capstone needed a base, and 
it was placed in Category III to be administered by the College of Natural Sciences out of 
practical necessity . It was not a decision made to reform the initial purpose of the capstone idea. 
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The adoption by the UNI faculty of a 47-hour program opened the way for specific course 
proposals to be written for inclusion in the categories. 
Beginning in the spring semester of 1985 was a time of many meetings and many committees 
acting within the colleges that made a great many recommendations. One of these 
committees was established by CNS Dean Saigo and chaired by R. McGrew for the purpose 
of recommending a capstone course in CNS. Its two-page report of 11 March 1986 ( 4) 
describes the course objectives, format and content, and administrative recommendations of a 
capstone course administered by CNS. The objectives of the course are merely the last two 
of the six concepts students are expected to learn in the Natural Science and Technology 
category as described in the "Revised Proposal" (3). For their 11 March 86 report, the 
McGrew committee paraphrased the objectives as follows. 
"1. To show that the processes of science and technology are conducted by 
humans who have all the characteristics of other humans and who live in 
societies largely governed by non-scientific influences, and that the 
scientific/technological enterprise is intimately connected to all other human 
activities. 
2. To demonstrate that there is a relationship between science and technology, 
and that these entities interact with the larger society." 
The report also recommends the present name of the Capstone ("Environment, Technology, 
and Society"), that it should carry a 100-level number, and that it should be taken after 
"levels 1 and 2", later called "spheres". It also recommends a "problems" approach to the 
teaching of the course as adopted and used by Verner Jensen, also a member of McGrew's 
committee. (The "problems approach" is taken from a model used at the Harvard Business 
School and is referred to in a number of places including the formal course proposal (8).) A 
proposed course description for the University Catalog is similar to the one which was later 
adopted. 
Although much of the character of the final version of Capstone originated from the McGrew 
committee, the committee must be viewed in the context of what was happening at the time. 
The McGrew committee (referred to later as a "Capstone Subcommittee" in the new course 
proposal of 24 February 87 (8)) provided input to the CNS General Education Committee. 
In turn, the University General Education Committee took into account the proposals from 
CNS. The University General Education Committee did not simply rubber stamp proposals 
from the individual colleges. For instance, working out the structure of the Social Science 
category was fraught with difficulty which took up much of the University Committee's time, 
effort, and intense negotiation. Although the structure and individual courses in the Natural 
Science and Technology category were largely developed by CNS, the effort was closely 
coordinated with the University Committee which debated and eventually accepted most of 
the CNS package, but some of the proposals that came from CNS were rejected. 
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The McGrew report has been cited as evidence that the Capstone course was intended to be a 
"science capstone from the very begiillling of plaillling" (11) . However, the various CNS 
committees were always reacting to the ideas originating from the University General 
Education Committee with regard to the capstone concept - a concept that originally emerged 
from the KrogmaiUl mini-grant report of 1984 (1) . 
Perhaps one of the reasons there is so much confusion, even to this day, about whether 
Capstone is only a "science capstone" or one having a broader scope lies in how one 
interprets the McGrew report's goals for the course. Lacking from the McGrew report is a 
prescription for including the nature of the coiUlections and interactions between 
science/technology and the "larger society." Obviously this interaction involves economics 
because all or nearly all of technology is driven by economic forces. For instance, modern 
drugs are developed in the expectation of profits to be made by the drug companies and arms 
manufacturers develop weapons technology so they may realize a profit in sales to the 
military . The soaring stock market in the 1990's was a response to technology. So 
economics should be included in the Capstone . The current debate concerning stem cell 
research going on in the United States, as well as in Iowa, has very strong political and 
ethical aspects. When scientists are restricted in how they conduct their research, and some 
scientists at the University of Iowa tell of possibly having to leave the State to carry on their 
programs, we have interaction between science and the "larger society." Should political 
science and ethics not be part of Capstone? Is the struggle between creationists and scientists 
over what is taught in public schools not an interaction between science and the "larger 
society?" Philosophy should be part of Capstone too. If Capstone is to fulfill the very 
objectives recommended in the McGrew report it must take the broader view of Capstone 
and not consider the course as merely a "science capstone. " The narrow interpretation is an 
aberration from how Capstone was conceived and finally approved by the University General 
Education Committee, and how even a large portion of the College of Natural Sciences 
viewed the Capstone course (6)(7)(8). · 
The "General Education Course Proposal" forwarded by the Department of Earth Science (6) 
for its capstone course (before it was decided to give Capstone one course number several 
departments proposed their own) specifically mentions "coiUlectedness of the natural and 
cultural components of our environment", "the interactions of politics, economics, and 
science and technology", "the role of economics", and "the role of aesthetics, religion, 
traditional points of view, and sociological influences". The 30 April 1986 report of the 
Select Subcommittee on Sequencing to the CNS General Education Committee (7), referring 
in part to (6), stated that "the capstone versions from Biology, Earth Science, and Physics 
are essentially the same . Although different phrases may be used, the philosophical basis is 
identical." This same report describes Capstone in terms that caiUlot reasonably be 
interpreted to be a course restricted to the sciences. 
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The gestation: 
Although the inception of Capstone and the framework for the entire General Education 
Program was completed in early 1986, there remained a lot of development to be done. 
What to do with existing courses and the development and approval of new ones would 
require much more work all across the campus. 
Within CNS there were a lot of existing science and technology courses that needed to be 
assessed for appropriateness in the new Program. Which existing ones might be kept and 
how a student could choose courses to obtain educational benefits was taken up by the CNS 
department heads and representatives from each department. As the CNS representative on 
the General Education Committee, I reported to the Committee on a day-long retreat and 
"several extended meetings" held in early 1986 (5). CNS was working with a total of nine 
credit hours, enough for a science course without a lab, one with a lab (four credits), and a 
two-credit capstone course. The terminology of three "spheres" was used to sort out the 
courses . What was often, but not always, referred to as "Sphere III" was the capstone 
course. Much of the time spent in these meetings was devoted to handling the first two 
spheres . By 25 March 1986, as I reported to the University General Education Committee 
on the results of the College deliberations (5), Capstone was envisioned as a junior/senior-
level, two credit course requiring the two science courses as prerequisites. It was recognized 
that Capstone should "cultivate and develop environmental literacy" and show that "science 
and technology are human activities subject to societal influences." These College-level 
meetings did not attempt to significantly redesign Capstone from what was described in the 
"Revised Proposal"(3) written just two months before. 
· The General Education Program, as revised, was accepted in November 1986. Individual 
courses still had to be approved by the General Education Committee and then work their 
way through the curriculum process. In December 1986, the Dean of CNS, Roy Saigo, 
appointed Roy McGrew, Lynn Brant, Ben Clausen, Tolu Honary, and Verner Jensen (all of 
CNS) to a Capstone Committee for the purpose of developing the course description and 
curriculum proposal for CNS Senate consideration. Marian Krogmann of Political Science, 
David Morgan of Philosophy and Religion, and Jerry Stockdale of Sociology and 
Anthropology also met with the group. (The continuation of this group as variously 
redefined and charged with responsibilities has come to be called the Capstone Coordinating 
Committee.) 
By the spring semester of 1987, roughly a year after the CNS day-long retreat, the Capstone 
Committee was meeting weekly, according to my professional activity log. In February the 
Committee attended the Technology Literacy Conference in Washington, DC, for the purpose 
of fulfilling our charge. This conference was one of the results of a movement, mostly out 
of Penn State, which evolved into the Society of Science, Technology, and Society under the 
leadership of Rustrum Roy (at Penn State) and others. The Conference of 1987 and others I 
attended on my own were very broad in their scope. Papers in science and technology were 
interspersed with ones in religion, sociology, economics, and philosophy. The fact that the 
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whole committee was sent to this Conference indicates the multidisciplinary nature of the 
vision of Capstone and that it was still in development in early 1987. 
Each new or existing course intended to be included in the new General Education Program 
needed approval by the General Education Committee . Several CNS departments proposed a 
capstone course using the prefix number of the department (6). Ultimately, the departmental 
numbers were dropped in favor of one college number and one proposal for Capstone (8) 
was forwarded to the CNS Curriculum Committee and then to the University General 
Education Committee and the University Curriculum Committee. 
Whatever discussions take place in the creation of a new course, whoever's wishes are 
promoted or denied, and what lofty goals are envisioned or abandoned, it is that which is 
finally approved that matters . For good or bad, a course is given approval or not on what is 
described in the curriculum proposal. Capstone was described as 82: 1XX, "Environment, 
Technology, and Society" with two hours credit in a "New Course" form dated 24 February 
1987 (8). On 6 March 1987, Verner Jensen informed the Capstone Committee that the 
proposal was sent to the CNS Curriculum Committee by the department heads with only a 
minor change in funding . Capstone was approved by the College Committee in the spring of 
1987 and by the University Curriculum Committee in the fall of 1987. 
Capstone, as approved, requires all students graduating with a baccalaureate degree to take 
Capstone in their junior or senior year after completing Sphere I and Sphere II science 
courses. The catalog description is essentially what it is today . The prospective instructors 
were to be "from the departments of Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, Physics, Industrial 
Technology, Political Science, Philosophy and Religion (and possibly others)." The course 
proposal places great emphasis upon case studies (the Harvard model) to achieve the 
objectives of the course, which are specified as: "1. to show the interaction of sCientific and 
technological processes with broader social and cultural forces, and to cultivate an individual 
understanding and responsibility for the scientific-technological enterprise which extends 
beyond the province of experts to the citizenry at large." and "2. to demonstrate the detailed 
relationships between science and technology and between these entities and the larger 
society and the natural environment." To achieve these objectives, the course proposal 
specifies seven particular questions be examined, one of which is, "How do scientific 
knowledge, technologies, politics, economics, and cultural patterns interact in private and 
public decision-making?" It also specifies "Instructors who teach this course will regularly 
meet to maintain uniformity among the various sections and to share various disciplinary 
perspectives with each other." 
What is very clear from these documents is that Capstone was never intended to be nor was 
approved to be merely a science course, an environmental science (or ecology) course, or a 
"science capstone" course. Some claim that because Capstone is in Category III with the 
sciences it obviously is a science course! That is equivalent to claiming that all offerings in 
Category II, are art courses. Ben Clausen describes Capstone as "combining environmental 
science and technology with social, economic, and ethical perspectives" (9). 
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The whole General Education Program was implemented in the fall semester 1988, but 
because the students entering as Freshmen that fall would not be eligible to take Capstone 
until the fall of 1990 there was an opportunity to offer pilot sections of the course. Verner 
Jensen and only a few others did this. However, the pilot sections were populated by willing 
students in rather small numbers . The birth of Capstone, as we know it , didn't occur until 
the fall of 1990. 
The birth : 
University faculty come to be regarded as experts in some specialty, sometimes having a 
very narrow focus . This is , perhaps, especially true in the sciences, and this is a 
requirement to conduct meaningful research . Few scientists holding a Doctor of Philosophy 
degree have taken a significant number of courses in economics, sociology, ethics, religion, 
political science, or even philosophy. Many faculty are fearful of venturing into those areas 
outside of her/his expertise . There is safety in retreating into one's specialty . But Capstone 
requires that one arrives with a broad view of the world. If the interaction of science and 
technology with the "larger society" is the topic, how can some consideration of economics, 
politics, etc . not be considered? 
As the fall semester of 1990 approached, there was much anxiety in the halls of CNS . A 
difficult birth was expected . Although there had been committees working on 
implementation of the new General Education Program and committees developing Capstone, 
there was no effective general training/orientation sessions to prepare those who were about 
to become Capstone instructors. There were a few meetings of an hour or two but these 
lacked the length and depth needed to truly orient and train new instructors. And even these 
meeting were avoided by some faculty - they let it be known by their comments that they 
simply had no time for Capstone. There were instructors who never attended any 
orientation/training meetings but who taught the course many times. What was needed 
would have been something like week-long training sessions, and there was nothing like that 
until 1993 and again in 2001. The fact that there are today former Capstone instructors who 
do not know or do not recognize the intention of the course, as it was accepted by the 
curriculum process, indicates an extreme failure to adequately prepare the faculty for this 
new enterprise. 
To add to the problems, faculty who had no interest in teaching the course and who had no 
inkling of what was intended for the course were told they would be teaching it. There 
simply was insufficient preparation of the faculty to meet the sudden need for instructors in 
the fall semester. Looking back on how Capstone was implemented, it was like launching a 
new class of ship and sending it off on its first cruise with a crew picked at random but 
never given training in that type of vessel. 
Out of a sense of frustration and panic, faculty turned toward their nearest colleagues for 
ideas and support. A group of instructors in one building, department, or social clique 
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would make a decision about what they thought Capstone was and how they preferred it to 
be treated. As a result of this isolated activity, the Capstone enterprise underwent an early 
diversification akin to biological speciation. Other isolated groups would do the same and 
soon there were multiple "species" of the course. 
Because some faculty were simply informed that they would be teaching Capstone and 
because there was never a chance for instructors to buy into and take ownership of the 
course, attitudes hardened. There was real resistance to teaching the course and to devoting 
time and attention to something they had no interest in. Many thought they would be 
teaching the course only once or twice and were not about to invest much time in it. There 
have been some who have regarded the attendance at various planning meetings (from 1990 
to about 1993) to coordinate Capstone to be a waste of their time. Some told me that they 
had better things to do than attend a Capstone meeting. The opportunity to generate a 
willing, committed cadre of instructors was lost before the fall semester began. 
Misunderstandings regarding Capstone, which still haunt the effort, arose from its chaotic 
birth. Inaccurate myths continue to roam the corridors of CNS to this day. 
There were attempts to get things off on the right foot but they fell short. Ben Clausen, 
Verner Jensen, and A. Tolu-Honary received a mini-grant inthe spring of 1990 to compile 
materials to help instructors teach Capstone. Their effort resulted in the "Capstone Survival 
Kit" (10) which was circulated in the summer of 1990. Its hard to tell how many used the 
"Capstone Survival Kit" but it seemed to have little effect on many . Gerald Intemann 
became Dean of CNS after Dean Saigo left in the summer of 1990, and to his credit, he tried 
to have meetings to bring the enterprise together. By that time, however, the damage was 
done. Faculty attitudes toward Capstone were often quite negative and most had figured out 
how they could survive the teaching assignment. Because there was no widely held 
agreement of what Capstone was supposed to be, some delivered the course as a specific 
topic within the sciences, and others told the students the course was not important (one 
instructor is said to have called the course "Crapstone" in front of the students). 
Among the more serious mistakes made in the beginning of Capstone was incorporating it in 
Category III which caused it to be perceived as a science course. But the way it was staffed 
in the fall semester 1990, preventing the development of a committed cadre of instructors 
who had ownership in the course, was perhaps the biggest blunder. What has happened to 
Capstone since 1990 is another matter, but the birth of Capstone set the stage for a series of 
problems still with us today. 
This paper has tried to show how Capstone came to be and it suggests the origin of a number 
of its problems, but the reader should not conclude that the enterprise has been a complete 
failure. Many of the instructors who have taught Capstone, beginning in 1990 and 
continuing until today, have done a good job and have met the original objectives set out in 
the formative stages of the course . There is a continuing need to integrate all areas of one's 
education, to promote environmental literacy, and to explore the complex connections 




( 1) 1984 July "An Interdisciplinary General Education Course to Promote Environmental Literacy" 
A Mini-grant report by M. Krogmann, L. Brant, B. Clausen, and V. Jensen 
(2) 1985 September Proposed "New General Education Program University of Northern Iowa" 
This 9-page document lays out the philosophy and structure of a 45-hour program. Five "major areas of 
knowledge and experience" are listed and described: 
A. Humanities and Fine Arts 
B. Social Sciences 
C. Nat ural Sciences 
D. Skills (writing, oral, etc .) 








No mention is made of a capstone experience or environmental literacy in this original proposal. 
(3) 1986 23 January "General Education Revised Proposal" by the University General Education 
Committee 
This document describes the philosophy and objectives of a seven-category program. One of the categories is 
"Natural Science and Technology" which should assure that students learn six overarching ideas. "Capstone 
General Education Course" stands alone as a separate category and is described as "multidisciplinary" and "at a 
level where they [students] must integrate scientific knowledge, economic and political realities, historical 
experiences, and moral philosophical, and aesthetic values." 
Part of the "Revised Proposal" is a description of three alternatives for general education dated 16 January 86. 
Just one of the alternatives includes the seventh category, "Capstone Seminar." 
(4) 1986 11 March "Recommendation for a Capstone Course in the Natural Science and 
Technology Category" by a committee chaired by R . McGrew 
This recommendation lists two of the six objectives from the Natural Science and Technology category 
described in the 23 January 86 "Revised Proposal." It does not take into consideration the objectives of the 
Capstone as proposed in the 23 January 86 "Revised Proposal ." 
(5) 1986 25 March Memo to the General Education Committee on "Proposed structure of the 
Natural Science and Technology component" by Lynn Brant, CNS Representative 
This memo reports on a series of meetings and a day-long retreat out of which emerged the three-sphere 
structure of the science and technology component of the developing General Education Program. Spheres one 
and two are science courses and the third is a two-credit Capstone course proposed as a Jr.-Sr.-level course to 
be taken after completion of the first two "spheres." The very abbreviated six-line description of Capstone is 
similar to the concept of Capstone as described by McGrew's committee. 
(6) 1986 Undated, but prior to 30 April. "General Education Course Proposal" for "87 :1XX 
"Science, Technology, and Society"" by the Dept. of Earth Science 
This is one of several departmental Capstone proposals which follow the outcomes of several College-wide 
meetings upon which the Brant memo of 25 March reports. It is an expansion of the very short description of 
Capstone in the 25 March memo and includes several items and phrases which are clearly an expansion of the 
version recommendedby McGrew's committee. For instance, under the course objectives it states, "The 
purpose of the course is to develop an understanding of the connectedness of our entire world, including the role 
of science and technology" (emphasis added) . Specifically noted in the outline of major course topics are "the 
role of economics", "the role of aesthetics, religion, traditional points of view, and sociological influences", and 
"the interactions of politics, economics, and science and technology." 
(7) 1986 30 April "Recommendations .. . (on the Natural Science and Technology Component of 
General Education)" by the Select Subcommittee on Sequencing to the CNS General Education Committee 
This report establishes the structure of what would become Category III of the new General Education Program. 
It lists eight items the students should learn and refines the three "spheres ." Under the heading "CNS 
Capstone" it states, "The [proposed] capstone versions from [the departments of] Biology, Earth Science, and 
Physics are essentially the same. Although different phrases may be used, the philosophical basis is identical . 
The goals and objectives are the same. " 
(8) 1987 24 February New Course Proposal from College of Natural Sciences for "82 : lXX 
Environment, Technology, and Society" 
This is the formal course proposal for Capstone by the College of Natural Sciences to be formally acted upon 
for approval in the new General Education Program. Under the heading of interdepartmental consultation the 
1984 mini-grant report by Krogmann and others, the McGrew Committee report, and the CNS 30 April 86 
recommendations are listed . 
Under the heading of prospective instructors, the proposal states, "Faculty members from the departments of 
Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, Physics, Industrial Technology, Political Science, Philosophy and Religion 
(and possibly others)" (emphasis added). Two objectives are described to help Capstone meet the overarching 
goals of the General Education Program, one of which is "to demonstrate the detailed relationships between 
science and technology and between these entities and the larger society and the natural environment." To 
achieve these objectives, the course proposal includes answering the question, "How do scientific knowledge, 
technologies, politics. economics. and cultural patterns interact in private and public decision-making?" 
(emphasis added) 
An informal note by Verner Jensen on 6 March 87 indicated this version was approved by the CNS department 
heads and sent on to the College Curriculum Committee. 
(9) 1989 "Mainstreaming environmental literacy" by Ben Clausen Journal of Soil and Water 
Conservation 
Ben wrote this article as a descr.iption of the Capstone course, its development, and its challenges. The course 
is described as "combining environmental science and technology with social, economic, and ethical perspectives 
into an integrated learner-centered course ... " 
(10) 1990 "Capstone Survival Kit" a mini-grant report prepared by Ben Clausen, Verner Jensen, and A. 
Tolu-Honary 
This report was assembled for use by Capstone instructors as the course became fully established and many 
were teaching the course for the first time. Many of the documents cited above with their objectives and 
philosophies were incorporated here. Clearly, Capstone is described here as a multidisciplinary course 
incorporating much more than just science and technology. 
(11) 2002 March Letter from R. McGrew taking issue with my draft of this document where he claims 
Capstone was always meant to be a "science capstone." 
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completed, the Provost's office will make copies and distribute them to each of the above signatories and the 
Department of Human Resources. 
UNIForm2A 
May,2000 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item 840 Docket Number ____ _ 
Title : Emeritus status request for Judith F. Harrington, Communicative 
Disorders, effective 5/03 
Standard Motions 
__ 1. Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
__ 2. Docket in regular order. 
__ 3. Docket because of special circumstances for ____________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
__ 4. Refer to (standing committee) ________________ ~ 
__ 5. Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
__ 6. Refer to (ad hoc committee) __________________ _ 
__ 7. Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
__ 8. Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
__ 9. Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
__ 10. Other procedural disposition __________________ _ 
NOTES 
Request for Faculty Emeritus Status at the University of Northern Iowa 
Name Judith F. Harrington Department Communicative Disorders 
I wish to retire from my position as --=P-=r-=o-=f-=e:.::s:.::s:.::o:..::r--=E,_,m::..:e:..:r:..::i:...:t:.::a::...._ _____________ _ 
at the University ofNorthern Iowa, effective __,M=a"-'-y ____ ./ _ __;3_0 ___ ___;/_--=2=--=0--=-0-=-3 __ _ 
Month Day Year 
I have twenty (20) or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and 
dates of employment.) 
University of Northern Iowa 
Institution 
Institution 
ignature of Applicant 







College Senate Chair: Include a statement verifying that ten (1 0) years of meritorious service 
has been concluded with the University of Northern Iowa. (Use back of this form if more space 
is required.) 
U~ - ;-j,q-~-<:.,tNGTO -"-' ~J L)~~.--/ Cr>~L<J'-f<..."':J ff/ (//1./_;:: 
--- -;n / J ~--r~~ ~: 77~ 5"; . .vc ~ ;c;b-5. /9s /'Ju /~ -L ~ / r-tc r;-' '---/ ~ -
-F~~ L:),.c... h4::~~ _s-1-f£ ,/--hi /YJ;CJ-:J~ ,_;;:;;:N/~/C~ 
(~<.)'77~ - O~IV~vf;?J · //---;2_/- <:2/ 
College Senate Chair Date 
Date 
lS jg...y. Cl-:3 
Date 
Date 
Provost and Vice President Date 
President Date 
Please prepare this form: sign and submit to your department Head. When the process for approval has been 
completed, the Provost's office will make copies and distribute them to each of the above signatories and the 
Department of Human Resources. 
UN! Form 2A 
May, 2000 
Department of Communicative Disorders 
Roy Eblen Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Ronnie Bankston, Ph.D. 
Chair, CHFA Senate 





It is my pleasure to support Judith Harrington's request for Faculty Emeritus status at 
UNI. I have been her colleague since 1975 and I can write on her behalf with confidence. 
Judith has been a UNI faculty member for 38 years. During this time, she has served the 
University faithfully in many capacities. She has been a highly respected teacher, 
conducted and advised numerous research projects, and performed diligent service 
throughout her tenure here. 
Judith served on the University Senate for 6 years, from 1973 until 1979. Judy was the 
first woman to be elected chair of this body and served in this capacity for most of her 
time there. Under her senate leadership it was not business as usual; the University 
adopted collective bargaining during this period. Judy also served as a highly regarded 
Chair of the Faculty from 1 979 until 1981. 
Judith was also instrumental in bringing about a collective awareness on campus of salary 
gender inequities. Her initiative resulted in retroactive salary increases for female faculty 
members in the '70s. 
Our colleague has served admirably all elements of the university for nearly four decades. 
It is for faculty members such as this that the emeritus status was conceived. I most 
highly recommend her for it. 
Sincerely, 
1ghnam, Ph.D. 
Department Head, Dept. of Communicative Disorders 
Depanment of Communicative Disorders • Phone: 319-273-2496 • Roy Eblen Speech and Hearing Clinic • Phone: 319-273-2542 
230 Communication Arts Center • Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0356 • Fax: 319-273-6384 • Wlvw. uni.edu/comdis/ 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item S'tl Docket Number -----












Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
Docket in regular order. 
Docket because of special circumstances for . ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
Refer to (standing committee) ________________ _ 
Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 




Contact FEB l 0 2003 
Date: 12/04/02 Person: Mary Jane Sheffet Phone: _.::::.3_-=-2=95=-4~--
Form A Department- College Form 10 
Summary of Marketing - Business Administration A- 23 
Changes 
Form F Proposed Title Form 10 
New Program 
I 
Certificate in Entrepreneurship F- 112 
Form J Reason To 
Consultation There should be no impact on majors, min ... Gerald Smith 
Consultation There should be no impact on majors, min .. . Fred Abraham 
Consultation There should be no impact on majors, min ... Richard Followill 
Consultation There should be no impact on majors, min ... Steve Wartick 
Form J - L Reason 
Library No additional Library resources will be needed .... 
I . Has appropriate consultation been completed and has all consultation correspondence been included? [xl 
2. Have an y unresolved objections to college- approved proposals been identified? fxl 
3. Have all college-approve proposals which violate curricular guidelines been identified? fxl 
4. Have all budgetary needs been identified and estimated? fxl 
5. For graduate level courses and programs, has approval been obtained from departmental graduate [] 
faculty? 
6. Does your curriculum proposal reflect findings from other planning processes such as Academic Program [ ] 
Reviews. Student Outcomes Assessment, Strategic Planning, and/or licensure, accreditation, and 
reaccredation requirements? 
7. For a new major or minor program, has the appropriate Regents Program Review form been completed? [) 
8. Have the required signatures heen obtained for all proposals? fxl 
I 
1 




COLLEGE: Business Administration 
DEPT/SCHOOL: Marketing 
I. DROPPED COURSES and/or PROGRAMS: 
a. Automatic Course Drop: initiated by the Office of the Registrar (list titles and course numbers) : 
b. Course Drop: initiated by Department/School [see FORM B] (list titles and course numbers) : 
c. Program Drop: initiated by Department/School [see FORM B] (list titles) : 
2. COURSE CHANGES [see FORM C] (list titles and course numbers): 
3. NEW COURSES [see FORM D] (list proposed titles, course numbers, and credit hours): 
4. RESTATEMENTS OF MAJORS/MlNORSIEMPHASES/CERTIFICATES [see FORME] (list titles): 
5. NEW MAJORS/MINORS/EMPHASES/CERTIFICATES [see FORM F] (list proposed titles): 
Certificate in Entrepreneurship 
6. OTHER CATALOG CHANGES and/or ADDITIONS [See FORM G] (list items): 
7. BUDGET SUMMARY FOR DEPARTMENT (should summarize needs for entire curriculum proposal 
package): 
a. Will the curriculum changes proposed in this package increase the budgetary needs of the 
department? 
No 
b. If YES, identify the total costs . 
(I) StatT 






(4) Support personnel so.oo 
(5) Library requirements so.oo 
(6) Computer service so.oo 
(7) Educational technology so.oo 
(8) Other services (identify) 
so.oo 
TOTAL so.oo 
b. If the costs above are not simply the sum of all the various budgets in this package (FORMS C, D, 
E, F), explain why 
8. UNRESOLVED OBJECTIONS TO COLLEGE-APPROVED PROPOSALS (list all proposals with 
unresolved objections): 
9. COLLEGE-APPROVED PROPOSALS WHICH VIOLATE CURRICULAR GUIDELINES (list all 
proposals violating curricular guidelines): 
Department Head Signature 





FORM F- NEW MAJOR/MINOR/EMPHASIS/CERTIFICATE 
DEPT/SCHOOL: Marketing COLLEGE: Business Administration 
I . Proposed Program Title: Certificate in Entrepreneurship 
Proposed Abbreviation: Certif in Entrepreneurship 
2. Proposed statement of the program as it should appear in the Catalog 
The Certificate in Entrepreneurship is open to declared business 
majors only. The purpose of the progra~i·s to -engage students in 
aCtlVe participation in the development Of entrepreneurial 
businesses. 
They will do this through a combination of traditional course work 
specifically directed to the entrepreneurial firm and participation 
in a significant live business experience, either through the 
development of a business plan for a new firm or through an internship 
in an ongoing entrepreneurial enterprise . Students must have junior 
standing and be admitted to the College of Business Administration in 
order to complete this Certificate. 
Requirements : 
130:172 Venture Opportunity Analysis ........................ 3 hours 
130:173/150:175 Venture Strategy ............................ 3 hours 
This course is a special venture section of the normal 150:175 
course and will meet that requirement in the program for 
certificate students. This section focuses entirely on 
strategies for new ventures and small firms. 
130:186 Studies in Experiential Learning 
(Chair approval required) .... ....... ... ........... ... 3 hours 
May be satisfied by the preparation of a comprehensive business 
plan for a new firm or by an approved internship in a new 
venture/small business . Marketing majors may not satisfy this 
requirement with the internship they may use to satisfy 
their major requirements. Such students must complete this 
additional learning experience . 
Choose one of the following courses: ................... ... . .. . 3 hours 
120:141(g) Advanced Cost Accounting (3) hours 
Prerequisites: 120:030; 120 : 031; a 
c- or better in 120:131 (Assumes the 
course continues to be offered as a 
project in small business accounting 
systems) 
130:131 New Product Development 
Prerequisites: 130 : 101; 920:024 
or 920:053; junior standing 
130:150 Advertising and Promotion 
Prerequisites: 130:101; 920 : 024 
or 920:053; junior standing 
(3) hours 
(3) hours 
130:153 Sales Management (3) hours 
Prerequisites: 130:101; 920:024 or 
4 
920:053; junior standing 
130:160 Internet Marketing (31 hours 
Prerequisites: 130:101; 920:024 
or 920:053; junior standing; 
marketinig major or consent 
of instructor 
130:166 Retailing (3) hours 
Prerequisites : 130:101; 920 : 024 
or 920:053; junior standing 
130 : 187 Direct Marketing (31 hours 
Prerequisites : 130:101; 920:024 
or 920:053; junior standing 
150 : 113 Business Communications I (31 hours 
Prerequisites: 620:005 or 620 : 015; 
junior standing 
150 : 119 (g) Leadership and Human 
Relations Prerequisite: 
junior standing 
150:125 Information Systems 
Development 
Prerequisites : 150:032; 150:034 
or 810:034; 150:080; 150:112; 
150:120; junior standing 
160 : 140 Principles of Real Estate 
Prerequisites: junior standing 
160 : 162 Risk Management and 
Insurance Prerequisite: 
junior standing 
920:148(g) Urban and Regional 
Economics Prerequisite: 
920:053 and 920:054 or consent 
of instructor; junior standing 
130 : 198 Independent Study 







Total 12 hours 
3. If the program is long or contains many courses that must be taken sequentially, show how the program 
may be completed within the allowable number of semesters. [Standard programs allow 8 semesters for 
124 credit hour programs, or 8 semesters plus a summer session for 130 credit hour programs. Extended 
programs allow 9 semesters, or 9 semesters plus a summer session) 
4. For a new Certificate proposal, identify the academic office that will be responsible for maintaining and 
publicizing the program and for notifying the Office of Registrar in a timely fashion of those graduating 
students who have completed the program 
The Department of Marketing and the CBA Student Advising and Career Services office will be 
responsible for publicizing the program. The Records Analyst for the CBA will notify the Office of the 
Registrar of graduating students who have completed the program. 
5 
5. Identify any proposed new courses required for this proposed program (list proposed course number and 
title) 
None 
6. Provide an estimate of the expected enrollment in the proposed program 
15 
7. Identify how the proposed program will be staffed to serve the expected enrollment 
Existing courses will be staffed as they currently are. 
Coordination of the experiential course will be done by 
the Chair of the Entrepreneurship Program . 
8. Identify any other existing programs with similar purposes, course requirements, and/or titles 
None 
9. Identify the impact on majors, minors, certificates, courses and/or prerequisites within or outside of the 
department 
None 
I 0. Justification, including the relationship the proposed program has to other planning processes (ie. 
Academic Program Review, Student Outcomes Assessment, strategic planning, and licensure or 
accreditation or re- accreditation requirements) 
This Certificate will h~lp sLr~ngthen mutually beneficial 
relationships with external constituencies. It also extends 
the University's expertise to serve the needs of Iowa in 
conjunction with the John Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center at 
UNI . It provides emphasis in our curriculum concerning economic 
development activities which clearly supports the mission of the 
College of Business Administration and the University . The 
AACSB accreditation standards require that schools' programs, 
including certificate programs, are an integral part of the 
school's mission and this certificate would clearly fulfill 
that requirem 
II . Describe how this new program will affect the usage of computer and library resources and facilities 
None 
12 . Consultation surnrnary: Click the appropriate response(s)[Must consult with all those identified in #8, #9 
and# II above] 
6 
Departments Contacted For Consultation Response 
Accounting No Impact 
Economics Has Impact - No 
Objections 
Finance Has Impact - No 
Objections 
Management Has Impact- No 
Objections 
13. Will this proposed new program increase the total budgetary requirements 
of the Department? 
No 
a. If NO, explain why not. 
No new courses will be needed, and, therefore no additional 
expenses will be incurred . 
b. If YES, identify the total costs. 
NOTE: 
(I) Staff 
(2) Additional facilities 
(3) Equipment 
( 4) Support personnel 
(5) Library requirements 
(6) Computer service 
(7) Educational technology 











A NEW MAJOR REQUIRES FORM H 
A NEW MINOR REQUIRES FORM I 
7 
Online Curriculum Changes- FORM J 
FORM J- CONSULTATION--- ID: J-18 
It is the responsibility of the department initiating curriculum proposals to assess the impact of 
the proposed changes and consult with those who may be affected by the changes. 
If the recipients have objections to the changes, it is their responsibility to promptly notify the 
initiating department of the reasons for the objection. 
Both parties are then expected to work together to attempt to find a solution to their defferences. 
TO: Gerald Smith (Dept. Head affected by proposal) 
FROM: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
DATE: 11/08/2002 
RE: PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE NOTIFICATION 
(The department initiating curriculum proposals should identify the changes being 
proposed and the likely impact such changes may have for the department being 
consulted. The department should also indicate the dates on which the departmental and 
There should be no impact on majors, minors, certificates or 
courses within or outside of the department. 
~.~ cz.~ 
Curriculum Committee Chair 
TO: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
FROM: Gerald Smith (Dept. Head responding·to proposal) 
DATE: P ... /3 ioL 
r 1 
RE: RESPONSE TO PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE 
(The curriculum proposals for which consultation was initiated should be specified and 
the anticipated effects those changes are likely to have should be identified by the 
department consulted) 
Based upon departmental faculty review and any subsequent consultation with you: 
L Our department does NOT object to the above proposal -- it does NOT impact our dept. 
__ Our department does NOT object to the above proposal -- it does impact our department 
__ Our department Objects to the proposal -- it does impact our department 
(Identify reasons for the objections and a summary of the consultation efforts to date 
which have not resolved the objections) 
__ Our department requests further consultation on the above issues 
__ Our department does not believe this can be resolved with further consultation (identify 
reasons) 
II /25/02 I 0:20 A 
) nline Curriculum Changes- FORM J . ' 
Responding Department Head Curriculum Committee Chair 
I 1/25/02 I 0 :20 
Online CU1Ticulum Changes- FORM J . . 
FORM J- CONSULTATION--- ID: J-19 
[tis the responsibility of the department initiating curriculum proposals to assess the impact of 
the proposed changes and consult with those who may be affected by the changes. 
[fthe recipients have objections to the changes, it is their responsibility to promptly notify the 
initiating department of the reasons for the objection. 
Both parties are then expected to work together to attempt to find a solution to their defferences. 
TO: Fred Abraham (Dept. Head affected by proposal) 
FROM: Mary Jane Sheffer (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
DATE: I 1/08/2002 
RE: PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE NOTIFICATION 
(The department initiating curriculum proposals should identify the changes being 
proposed and the likely impact such changes may have for the department being 
consulted. The department should also indicate the dates on which the departmental and 
There should be no impact on majors, minors, certificates or 
courses within or outside of the department. 
Curriculum Committee Chair 
TO: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
FROM: Fred Abraham (Dept. Head responding to proposal) 
DATE: fl/z_ ,-j.r~ 
RE: RESPONSE TO PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE 
(The curriculum proposals for which consultation was initiated should be specified and 
the anticipated effects those changes are likely to have should be identified by the 
department consulted) 
Based upon departmental faculty review and any subsequent consultation with you: 
__ Our department does NOT object to the above proposal-- it does NOT impact our dept. 
V Our department does NOT object to the above proposal -- it does impact our department 
__ Our department Objects to the proposal -- it does impact our department 
( ldenti fy reasons for the objections and a summary of the consultation efforts to date 
\.vhich have not resolved the objections) 
__ Our department requests further consultation on the above issues 
__ Our department does not believe this can be resolved with further consultation (identify 
reasons) 
II i:! I '02 7:5S r\1\ 
Online Curriculum Changes - FORM J 
Curriculum Committee Chair 
11/11/02 7:58 A 
Online Curriculum Changes- FORM J 
I . 
FORM J- CONSULTATION--- ID: J-20 
It is the responsibility of the department initiating curriculum proposals to assess the impact of 
the proposed changes and consult with those who may be affected by the changes. 
If the recipients have objections to the changes, it is their responsibility to promptly notify the 
initiating department of the reasons for the objection. 
Both parties are then expected to work together to attempt to find a solution to their defferences. 
TO: Richard Followill (Dept. Head affected by proposal) 
FROM: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
DATE: II /08/2002 
RE: PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE NOTIFICATION 
(The department initiating curriculum proposals should identify the changes being 
proposed and the likely impact such changes may have for the department being 
consulted. The department should also indicate the dates on which the departmental and 
There s h o uld b e no impa c t o n ma j o r s , mi no rs, certifi ca t es o r 
co u rses within or out s ide of the d e partme nt. 
S2J) Uz_~ 
Curriculum Committee Chair 
TO: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
FROM: Richard Followill (Dept. Head responding to proposal) 
DATE: J/ 2 s- ,_-
RE: RE ONSE TO PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE 
(The curriculum proposals for which consultation was initiated should be specified and 
the anticipated effects those changes are likely to have should be identified by the 
department consulted) 
Based upon departmental faculty review and any subsequent consultation with you : 
__ Our department does NOT object to the above proposal-- it does NOT impact our dept. 
v- Our department does NOT object to the above proposal --it does impact our department 
_ _ Our department Objects to the proposal -- it does impact our department 
(Identify reasons for the objections and a summary of the consultation efforts to date 
which have not resolved the objections) 
_ _ Our department requests further consultation on the above issues 
__ Our department does not believe this can be resolved with further consultation (identify 
reasons) 
11/:!1102 7:59 A 
.. ~C.IC. h"". urncu, um omm1ttee a1r 
-
11/21/02 7:59 
Online Cllrriculum Changes- FORM J . . . 
FORM J- CONSULTATION--- ID: J-21 
It is the responsibility of the department initiating curriculum proposals to assess the impact of 
the proposed changes and consult with those who may be affected by the changes. 
If the recipients have objections to the changes, it is their responsibility to promptly notify the 
initiating department of the reasons for the objection. 
Both parties are then expected to work together to attempt to find a solution to their defferences. 
TO: Steve Wartick (Dept. Head affected by proposal) 
FROM: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
DATE: 11/08/2002 
RE: PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE NOTIFICATION 
(The department initiating curriculum proposals should identify the changes being 
proposed and the likely impact such changes may have for the department being 
consulted. The department should also indicate the dates on which the departmental and 
Th e r e s ho uld be no impac t o n ma j ors, mi nors , ce rtifi c a tes or 
c ourse s within or out s ide o f the d e pa rtme n t . 
Curnculum Committee Chair 
TO: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
FROM: Steve Wartick (Dept. Head responding to proposal) 
DATE: I 2./ 'a I 0 .,_ 
RE: RESPONSE TO PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE 
(The curriculum proposals for which consultation was initiated should be specified and 
the anticipated effects those changes are likely to have should be identified by the 
department consulted) 
Based upon departmental faculty review and any subsequent consultation with you: 
Our department does NOT object to the above proposal -- it does NOT impact our dept. 
7 Our department does NOT object to the above proposal -- it does impact our department 
__ Our department Objects to the proposal-- it does impact our department 
(Identify reasons for the objections and a summary of the consultation efforts to date 
which have not resolved the objections) 
__ Our department requests further consultation on the above issues 
__ Our department does not believe this can be resolved with further consultation (identify 
reasons) 
11/21/02 8:01 /\ ~ 
.. 
Online Curriculum Changes- FORM J 
Responding Department Head 
11 ."::!1 /0::! 8:01 ,, 
Online' Cu'l'riculum Changes - FORM J-L 
2 of2 
TO: Mary Jane Sheffet (Dept. Head initiating proposal) 
FROM: ---rh:¢Mc.~ L . i<e::,:der Katherine Martin, Head, Collection Management 
and Special Services, Rod Library 
RE: RESPONSE TO PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE: 
The following information is provided in response to your Library consultation 
request: 
Since the proposed Certificate in Entrepreneurship is based, except for the 
experiential course, on existing courses for which the Library already provides 
support there should be no impact in terms of additional library resource needs. 
Based on the Library's review of your proposed curriculum change and subsequent analysis 
of the anticipated impact on Library services and resources: 
~o further consultation is needed. If you have questions about the Library's 
assessment, please contact the undersigned. 
__ Further consultation is needed. Please telephone Katherine Martin at 3-7255 for an 
appointment. 
Responding ~ y /J 
Library Representative: ~ .. ~ ;< ~- ...__._/ Date: /2.-- 5'- 0 2-
/ 
I 
12/4/02 4:17 p ~ 
\ 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
842 
Calendar item, ___ _ Docket Number ____ _ 
Title: Proposal for a University Writing Committee 
Standard Motions 
__ 1. Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
__ 2. Docket in regular order. 
__ 3. Docket because of special circumstances for ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
__ 4. Refer to (standing committee) ________________ _ 
__ 5. Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
__ 6. Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
__ 7. Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
__ 8. Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
__ 9. Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
__ 10. Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
843 
Calendar item ___ _ Docket Number ____ _ 












Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
Docket in regular order. 
Docket because of special circumstances for ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
Refer to (standing committee) ________________ -----: 
Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
.... 
TO: Carol Cooper 
FROM: Russ Campbell 
SUBJECT: Honors for Transfer Students 
DATE: Friday, February 14, 2003 
This is the report of the Educational Policies Commission to the Faculty Senate on honors 
(cum laude) for transfer students. 
The question was raised whether the number of hours at UNI required for honors (cum 
laude) should be reduced for transfer students. 
Transfer students did not have the opportunity to get honors at their prior institution, hence 
this is a different question than reducing the honors requirement for second BA students, 
which the EPC recommended against. However, it is possible for a student who spends 
four years at UNI to have a higher GPA in their senior year than a transfer student who 
would get honors, yet not get honors because of low grades in his previous years (the GPA 
prior to UNI does not impact the evaluation of honors status at UNI for transfer students). 
There are good arguments for both granting and denying honors to transfer students with 
fewer than 60 hours. 
The conclusion of the Educational Policies Commission is that honors at UNI should entail 
more of a UNI experience than is required for a degree, hence the present 60 hour 
requirement should be left in force. 
R.B. Campbell 
Chair, Educational Policies Commission 
TO: Carol Cooper 
FROM: Russ Campbell 
SUBJECT: Priority scheduling 
DATE: Friday, February 14, 2003 
This is the report of the Education Policies Commission to the Faculty Senate on priority 
scheduling. 
The Educational Policies Commission recommends that the Faculty Senate not take any 
action in relation to priority scheduling for athletes. 
The Education Policies Commission considered the issue of priority scheduling for athletes. 
We met with Kim Davis (former athlete), Reginald Green (Academic Advising), Lea Ann 
Shaddox (HEPLS), Dianne Wallace (Registrar), and Sandra Williamson (Intercollegiate 
Athletics). The following facts came up in the discussion: 
1) The University, when admitting athletes, has promised them the opportunity to 
compete and graduate in a timely fashion. 
2) Limited facilities has made scheduling classes compatible with athletics more 
difficult than it was when priority scheduling was taken away from athletes six years 
ago (the difficulty of scheduling varies with the sport). 
3) The NCAA is implementing higher standards for academic progress, and UNI 
maintains standards which are even higher. 
4) The present priority scheduling for athletes (at the beginning of their class one 
semester per year) confers far less advantage to athletes than the policy which was 
in force before priority scheduling was terminated six years ago. There are about 
400 student athletes, resulting in perhaps 250 gaining advantage from priority 
scheduling each year. 
5) Scheduling classes for athletes entails trying to minimize both conflicts with practice 
times and conflicts with competition (road trips). 
6) Priority scheduling does not solve all the problems of scheduling for athletes (e.g., if 
an upper level major course is only offered at 4:00, it is a problem). It is not clear 
whether scheduling Liberal Arts Core courses or scheduling major courses is a bigger 
problem. 
7) There are many other students on campus who have restrictions on when they can 
take classes. 
8) It is not clear what advantage priority scheduling confers on athletes, nor what 
disadvantage results in non-athletes. 
9) Departments will still need to make special accommodations for both athletes and 
non-athletes with special needs. 
10) The student government endorsed this priority scheduling, and the student members 
of the EPC did not find any opposition to the policy. 
In summary, the impact of the present policy is not known. If it had significant 
consequences, they probably would be known. The Educational .Policies Commission does 
not find priority scheduling for athletes to be a matter of concern. 
R.B. Campbell 
Chair, Educational Policies Commission 
